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Abstract

We formalize and analyze the computational complexity of three problems which are
at the keystone of any marketing management process. Given the preferences of cus-
tomers over the attribute values we may assign to our product (i.e. its possible features),
the attribute values of products sold by our competitors, and which attribute values are
available to each producer (due to e.g. technological limitations, legal issues, or avail-
ability of resources), we consider the following problems: (a) select the attributes of our
product in such a way that the number of customers is maximized; (b) find out whether
there is a feasible strategy guaranteeing that, at some point in the future before some
deadline, we will reach a given average number of customers during some period of
time; and (c) the same question as (b), though the number of steps before the deadline
is restricted to be, at most, the number of attributes. We prove that these problems are
Poly-APX-complete, EXPTIME-complete, and PSPACE-complete, respectively. After
presenting these theoretical properties, heuristic methods based on genetic, swarm and
minimax algorithms are proposed to suboptimally solve these problems. We report ex-
perimental results where these methods are applied to solve some artificially-designed
problem instances, and next we present a case study, based on real data, where these
algorithms are applied to a particular kind of product: We automatically design the
political platform of a political party to maximize its numbers of votes in an election
(problem (a)) and its number of supporters along time (problems (b) and (c)). The prob-
lem instances solved in this case study are constructed from publicly released polls on
political tendencies in Spain.

Keywords: Marketing management, Product design, Computational complexity,
Evolutionary computation, Heuristic methods, Non-cooperative Games

1. Introduction

Economics and Computer Science are significant sources of inspiration to solve the
problems of each other. On the one hand, Computer Science has borrowed concepts
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from Economics to face tasks such as delivering scarce computational resources (e.g.
storage capacity, access to the CPU, etc) in distributed environments [1, 2, 3, 4] or even
proposing new programming styles [5]. On the other hand, Computer Science has been
used to face classical problems in Economics such as solving complex auctions [6, 7],
implementing economic simulators [8], or even identifying probable limits of any eco-
nomic society [9]. Moreover, in some cases the barrier between both disciplines fades
away, such as in the development of efficient e-commerce systems [10]. Economic no-
tions have even been used at the core of the definition of specification languages such
as process algebra [11, 12].

In this paper we study the feasibility of automating one of the most important
tasks faced in marketing management: deciding what product should be produced and
sold [13]. In particular, which features should the product have to attract a sufficient
number of customers? In order to answer this question, those responsible for deciding
how the product or service should be must take into account their (formal or informal)
knowledge about the preferences of customers, as well as the features of products sold
by competitors. For instance, let us suppose that we lead a shampoo manufacturing
company and we have to decide the features of our product. Should the gel be green
or blue? Should it smell like coconut or vanilla? Should it be dense? Should it be
cheap? What attributes should the product have? By means of market research and
other preference elicitation techniques [14, 15], we may have some knowledge about
the preferences of several types of customers. For instance, for some group of poten-
tial customers having an specific age, gender, and income, we may have some partial
knowledge about their preferences, such as whether they prefer green over blue, or that
their valuation of “vanilla” is “4 out of 5” and their valuation of “coconut” is “3 out
of 5.” Based on these preferences over individual attributes, each customer type (cus-
tomer profile) will prefer some available products over others. We should also consider
the features of the products sold by our competitors. Moreover, we should take into
account our manufacturing limitations due to legal or technological reasons (e.g. our
company does not know how to produce a vanilla smell), as well as the limitations
of our competitors —at least, those we actually know. Given that information about
customer profiles and competitors, in this paper we will study the following problems:

(a) Let us suppose that we design a new product fully from scratch. What product
should we produce (i.e. how should we select its attributes) to maximize the
number of customers or to reach a given target number of customers?

(b) Considering that the competitors will do nothing after we have selected a good
product to sell is naive, so let us consider that producers play the following game.
In each turn, a producer changes some attribute values of its product (e.g. re-
places vanilla smell by coconut smell, etc), and next all customers select their
favorite products. Any product change requires time or money, so we will con-
sider that, in each turn, the corresponding producer can change only up to D
attribute values of its product, for some known D ∈ N. Is there a strategy we
can follow such that, for any choices made by our competitors, we will always
reach a given number of customers before a given deadline turn? Note that we
could reach a good number of customers in some future turn, and yet it could
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not be a good strategy for our company. For instance, at some turn we could get
many customers by selling a product that is slightly better than other choices for
a big number of heterogeneous customer profiles. However, right after that, other
producers could change their products to aim only at specific customer profiles,
offering very tailored products that are much better than ours for each specific
customer profile. In this case, we would lose most of our customers in the next
turn. Thus, despite our previous success in a single turn, this might not be a
sustainable policy for our company. Rather than this, we will ask the following
question: Can some strategy guarantee that, for any choices made by our com-
petitors, the average number of our customers during the last tp turns, for some
given tp ∈N, will reach a given target number at some future turn before a given
deadline?

(c) In order to check if a simpler version of our problem is easier to handle, we also
consider a version of problem (b) where the deadline is restricted: the number
of turns until the deadline cannot be higher than the number of attributes of
products.

In this paper we formally analyze the difficulty to computationally solve prob-
lems (a), (b), and (c), we apply heuristic algorithms to solve them, and we report their
performance in some experiments. We prove that these problems are NP-complete,
EXPTIME-complete, and PSPACE-complete, respectively, which proves that optimally
solving them is intractable (i.e. they cannot be solved in polynomial time) under some
standard assumptions (respectively: if the widely believed property P 6= NP holds;
without any additional consideration; and if the even more widely believed property
P 6= PSPACE holds). Though optimally solving these problems for very small instances
may be feasible, it is clearly unfeasible for most of instances with reasonable sizes.1

This intractability forces the use of heuristic solutions to suboptimally solve these prob-
lems. Unfortunately, not even the simplest problem, i.e. problem (a), can be well ap-
proximated in polynomial time in the worst case: we also prove that this problem is
Poly-APX-complete, meaning that it cannot belong to any interesting approximation
class such as FPTAS, PTAS, or APX (not even Log-APX) as long as P 6= NP.

Given the lack of problem-specific polynomial-time heuristics reaching some known
constant performance in the worst case, implied by its Poly-APX-completeness, we
heuristically solve problem (a) by means of generic-purpose heuristics, in particular
a genetic algorithm [16] and particle swarm optimization [17]. Besides, a minimax
algorithm is used to solve problems (b) and (c). Experiments where the performance

1For instance, let us suppose that we want to select the best combination of attributes for a car. These
attributes include many details concerning the car itself (dozens of engine features, the form of the seats, the
space between seats, the form and volume of the trunk, etc), the promotion campaign (the kind of customers
the campaign is primarily oriented to, where advertisements are placed, etc), or even the availability to
buy the car in installments (interest rate, conditions for applicability, etc), among others. Each of them
consciously or unconsciously matters to a significant number of customers. Let us suppose that 100 attributes
are considered. In a standard personal computer as of 2015, solving this problem by means of a typical
straightforward brute-force algorithm taking e.g. 2n steps (where n is the number of attributes) would take
more time than the age of the universe.
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of these algorithms is compared with the performance of some straightforward greedy
solutions are presented. Results show that, despite the intractability of finding optimal
solutions, these heuristic solutions are clearly better than straightforward strategies. In
addition, we also present a case study where the product to be designed by our heuristic
methods is the political platform of a party (i.e. its set of stances towards the political
issues that matter voters). Problem instances concerned in the case study are created
from real political tendencies collected by polls conducted in Spain. In this case, the
goal of the heuristics methods is automatically designing the political platform of a
party.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In the next section we discuss the
differences between the problems considered in this paper and other related problems
mentioned in the literature. Then, problems (a), (b), and (c) are formally defined in
Section 3, where we also prove their computational intractability. In Section 4 we
describe our heuristic algorithms to (suboptimally) solve them, and we report their
performance in several experiments involving artificially-designed problem instances.
Our case study, concerning the automatic creation of political platforms in a scenario
based on real political polls, is presented in Section 5. The conclusions and future work
plans are given in Section 6. For the sake of readability, all proofs of the theoretical
results given in Section 3 are shown in the appendix of the paper.

2. Related Work

To the best of our knowledge, the problems of designing products to maximize the
number of customers, either immediately (problem (a)) or in long/short term (problems
(b) and (c), respectively), have never been studied before, not to mention their compu-
tational complexity. Next we mention some problems that are somehow related with
them.

Market segmentation techniques [18] certainly have some relation to our problem.
In market segmentation, the goal is to divide the whole set of customers into subsets
defined by their characteristics, in such a way that the original heterogeneous set of
customers is classified into smaller and (somehow) homogeneous sets. By doing so, the
task of designing strategies for tailoring products for specific customer groups can be
eased. In our case, part of the input of our problems is the set of customer profiles, i.e.
the problem inputs are already segmented, so our goal is not to study how to perform
such segmentation, but to use the given segmentation to solve another problem.

In the literature we can find several maximization problems that are related to ours.
For instance, given a set of projects that can be carried out or not, the combinato-
rial public projects problem [19, 20] consists in selecting the subset of K projects that
provides more utility to a collective of users, taking into account the individual prefer-
ences of these users. In particular, the addition of the utility of all users is maximized.
Projects can be combined in any way as long as the number of projects stays below
the given threshold (on the contrary, in our product design problems (a)-(c), exactly
one value must be given to each attribute of the product, e.g. our shampoo must have
exactly one color out of e.g. seven given possible colors). Note that the aim of the
combinatorial public projects problem is to optimize the social welfare, whereas the
goal of our problems is providing a product that is preferred over the products of our
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competitors. That is, we only need our product to be slightly better than competitor
products for many customers so that they choose it, rather than a product maximizing
the addition of utility of all customers. In particular, we do not aim at maximizing the
utility of those customers choosing our product (we only need to offer them a product
being slightly better than other choices), and the utility of customers not choosing our
product does not give us any profit at all, so increasing it is pointless —as long as they
still prefer other products. Hence, the goal of our product design problems is not the
social welfare.

The facility location problem [21] consists in deciding which facilities are opened,
and how customers are assigned to open facilities, in such a way that the addition of
costs due to opening these facilities and serving customers from them is minimized. A
service cost is defined for each possible pair of facility and customer (alternatively, they
can be defined simply in terms of geometrical distances between their corresponding
points in the space). Here we will be interested in the facility location problem variant
where different subsets of facilities can be controlled by different competing companies
(see e.g. [22, 23]). In order to compare this problem with our product design problems,
we could consider the products of our problems as possible facility locations: each lo-
cation denotes a possible product we could produce, and the distance from a customer
profile to a location is the preference of this profile towards the particular product de-
noted by that location. In our product design problems, we will numerically represent
the preference of each customer profile towards each possible attribute value (e.g. in
the shampoo example commented earlier, each customer profile would have a valuation
towards each available color, each available density, etc). Hence, if the preference of
each customer profile towards each potential product (a combination of attribute val-
ues) had to be expressed by a different number (or, as it is more customary in facility
location problems, by an edge between them, where the edge cost is that number), then
an explosion of these numbers (edges) would be produced: a pair would be required
for each combination of customer and possible product, so the resulting model would
be unfeasible. On the other hand, plain geometrical distances between points repre-
senting products and customers are far to provide enough expressivity to denote the
preferences in our model.

Note that, in facility location problems, the difficulty emerges from the necessity
to place several facilities to cover the (demand) space. On the contrary, in our product
design problems, the difficulty emerges just from the combinatorial possibilities to de-
sign each product, even if a single product is sold by each company (in fact, this is the
case considered in this paper). Some works have further developed the original facil-
ity location problem setting into much complex models, for instance letting decision
makers build a set of improvements (e.g. a bigger facility, more parking spots, etc)
that affect the attractiveness value of each location [24]. At each location, the attrac-
tiveness increment caused by each improvement equally affects all customers. On the
contrary, in our product design problems, the core difficulty is the existence of incom-
patible preferences: some customers may like changing the shampoo color from blue
to green, whereas other customers may dislike it. Each attribute value (blue, green)
gets our product closer to some audience and farther from other audience, and each
attribute (color, density, etc) can split and polarize the audience in a completely differ-
ent way. Our product design problems aim at harmonizing these orthogonal attribute-
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driven preference views into a single product preferred by many customers.
Other related works in the literature concern voting systems. As we will comment

later, we chose voting and elections as the background of our case study in Section 5
because, for that domain, extensive stratified market research data (in particular, polit-
ical polls) are publicly available (see Section 5). However, one could think that this
particular domain (voting and elections) is illustrative of the kind of problems our gen-
eral marketing problems can be related with. In the problem of winner determination
in voting protocols (see e.g. [25]) the goal is determining the winner of an election
according to the preferences of the voters, i.e. deciding who wins. Note that, on the
contrary, in our problem the goal is deciding the strategy to maximize the number of
customers (votes, in the context of the case study in Section 5). The winner determi-
nation, that is, given some preferences determining the winner, is certainly a part of
our problem because our problem requires, in its intermediate steps, determining the
products (or parties) selected by several customer profiles. However, in our problem
this is not the goal but just a part of a bigger task (and, as we will see later, that part will
be easy in our problem, as our setting does not focus on it). Our real goal is designing
a product reaching many customers in a competitive environment, either in one step or
interactively. In the context of the case study given in Section 5, by assuming that the
products of problems (a)-(c) are political platforms, we get the problems of selecting
the political platform of a candidate to maximize its number of votes in an election (in
problem (a)) or its number of supporters during a period of time (in (b) and (c)). Al-
though determining the winner will be easy in our setting, it is worth mentioning that
this problem is much more complex in other scenarios (for instance, when dealing with
proportional representation voting systems [26], the winner selection problem alone is
NP-complete if the number of winners is not constant, that is, if the number of winners
depends on the numbers of voters, see [27]).

Let us note that winner determination is also the term used in combinatorial auc-
tions [28] to denote the problem of deciding how to assign some items among some
bidders who previously bid for specific bundles of items, in such a way the auctioneer
maximizes his profit. This problem is also different to our problem, since our aim is
to design a product in such a way that it gets as many customers as possible, whereas
the aim of winner determination is to partition a given set of (fix) items into bundles
and deliver them in such a way that the money collected from all assigned bundles is
maximized.

Let us also note that, in our problems (b) and (c), conditions change along the
system evolution, so their game nature does not fit into any constant-state optimization
problem like those commented before.

In Economics and Marketing domains, the task of making all decisions around
the product, in order to reach more customers or maximize the profit, is known as
marketing mix. Several marketing mix theories have been proposed to highlight the
aspects product designers should focus on in this process: McCarthy’s four Ps [29]
(product, price, promotion, and place), Lauterborn’s 4 Ps [30], and several variations
on them (see e.g. [31, 32, 33]). All of these models are descriptive, that is, they do not
formalize the problem in a pure mathematical form (e.g. as a maximization problem),
but they focus on exhaustively identifying the factors that must be taken into account
to properly put a product into the market. Note that our model will not treat in a
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different way attribute values such as, for instance, “blue”, “cheap”, “the ads will focus
on a young audience”, or “sell it in drug stores” (which would belong, respectively, to
product, price, promotion, and place categories according to McCarthy’s four Ps). Our
model will let us individually set the effect of each attribute value over the customer
preferences, so explicitly splitting the attributes among all four Ps is unnecessary in the
model.

In addition to these general descriptive models, some works have also focused
on quantifying more specific aspects around the process of manufacturing products
(see [34] for an interesting review on the topic). For instance, the theory of con-
straints [35] has been used to analyze (and try to eliminate) constraints that affect
the production of goods at different levels. For example, it can be used to analyze
bottlenecks when a product requires manufacturing several independent parts that take
varying production times using common machines. However, as it is discussed in [36],
the theory of constraints only obtains good results under the assumption that the con-
straints are relatively simple. Other quantitative approach that has been widely used
is simulation models. They have been used, for instance, to improve the whole sup-
ply chain from supply sources to the customer [37] or to optimize the manufacturing
scheduling: given limited manufacturing resources, optimize their allocation [38].

Game theory has also been considered in the context of interactions between com-
panies. For instance, it has been used to analyze the interest of alliances between
companies [39], the relations between manufacturers and retailers [40], and even how
to allocate resources when a company is producing several products: each product is a
player of the game and the aim is to optimize the overall profit of the company [41].
In our problems, the success of a producer generally implies the failure of another,
which generally disables cooperative strategies. There could actually exist cooperative
strategies in our problems if producers did not aim at maximizing their customers, but
just at reaching some given numbers of customers —and no necessarily more. If the
target numbers of customers to be reached by all producers were small enough, then
there could be strategies letting many (or all) customers simultaneously accomplish
their respective numbers. Note that setting some fix target number of customers for
each producer is, in fact, a simplification of the actual goal of any real producer: get-
ting as many customers as possible. Hence, the actual goals of producers are mutually
exclusive in an intrinsic way.2

Several works have also dealt with recommendation systems (see e.g. [42]). Note
that the problem of recommending a product (among a list of available problems) is
very different to our problem. Assuming that we already know the preferences of the

2Note that a collusion where producers A and B collaborate against the rest of producers is equivalent
to assuming that a single producer AB is allowed to sell two products. Even though each producer will sell
just one product in our problems (a), (b), and (c), the definitions of these problems and their corresponding
computational complexity results apply regardless of whether some producers collude or not. In problem (a),
we want to design the best product to sell right now, regardless of whether the products currently sold by
e.g. competitors A and B were collaboratively designed or not. In problems (b) and (c), we look for a
strategy guaranteeing some number of average customers along time in any case, i.e. for any behavior of
our competitors —regardless of whether A and B actually collude against us or not. Explicitly studying the
effect of collusion in our problems is beyond the scope of this paper, though extending our problems to let
producers sell more than one product is easy (this is briefly commented in the next section).
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customer towards each possible attribute value, recommending the best product would
be trivial under our model: we just have to find the product whose valuation is the
highest according to these preferences. In fact, the real difficulty of recommender sys-
tems is eliciting the user’s preferences by making as less questions as possible (or, even
better, with none, if we can elicit her preferences just by silently observing her behav-
ior). On the contrary, in our problems we assume that these preferences are already
identified, that is, they are part of the input of our problem. Hence, both problems have
a very different focus and goal.

Finally, the topic of product-mix flexibility [43] is also somehow related to our
problems (b) and (c), where we iteratively modify our product while our competi-
tors modify their owns. The problem of product-mix flexibility analyzes the ability
of a company to keep reasonable profits over time even when the external conditions
change. For instance, it considers how to adapt the management of resources, or how
to modify the product-mix (i.e., how many products of each kind we should produce)
when the demand of the products varies or when the price of the raw materials change.
The practical models are restricted to deal with only a few possible products and ex-
ternal conditions, typically adapting the manufacturing system to produce (different
amounts of) two different products at the same time [44, 45], or considering up to
six different products in the most complex scenarios [46]. Note that our problems (b)
and (c) are formally defined as competitive games for several producers, and they con-
centrate on deciding what new properties (attributes) should be assigned to a (single)
product to react to the attributes of the products sold by our competitors, yielding a
new product from a huge set of possible products (one for each valid combination of
attribute values). Hence, our problems (b) and (c) concern iteratively changing the
product to be sold, rather than adapting the manufacturing system itself.

3. Problem Definition and Properties

In this section we define the problems under consideration and prove their in-
tractability. For the sake of readability, the proofs of all results are shown in the ap-
pendix.

Note that the definition and the difficulty of our three proposed problems is affected
by the model assumed to represent the preference of customer profiles over products.
We will consider a particularly simple model: for each customer profile, customers
of that profile associate a valuation (a positive integer) to each attribute value, and
customers choose the product whose addition of valuations due to all its attribute values
is the highest. Note that, for some customers, some features could be negative rather
than positive (e.g. some customers do not like peanuts), though a model allowing
negative values can be converted into an equivalent model using only natural numbers
(we just have to add some constant value to all valuations).

However, the simplicity of our model does not allow to represent other situations
which typically appear in human preferences. For instance, some attribute values could
increase their valuation if they come together (or if they do not come together), and
this cannot be represented in our model. The motivation behind the simplicity of the
preferences model we are considering is that proving the difficulty of simpler problems
is more interesting, as any generalization of a difficult problem always has, at least, the
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same difficulty as the particular problem. For instance, let us suppose that customer
preferences were defined by means of more general functions which, given the attribute
values of all available products, return the preferred product. Let us suppose that the
only conditions imposed over these functions were these: (i) preferences are transitive
(i.e. if we prefer A over B and B over C, then we prefer A over C); and (ii) the functions
returning the selected product can be computed in some given polynomial time. In this
case, the new versions of problems (a), (b), and (c) would be trivial generalizations
of our original problems (note that these functions allow, in particular, representing
the simple preferences model we are considering), so they would keep their NP- and
Poly-APX-, EXPTIME-, and PSPACE-hardness, respectively.3 For the same reason,
other interesting generalizations trivially keep that complexity hardness. For instance,
if we do not measure the success of a producer in terms of the number of achieved
customers but in terms of the money earned due to the corresponding sales, then we get
a generalization of our problems (note that, in the particular case that customers only
select a product if its price is 1, all producers would be forced to set their prices to 1,
so the money earned by sales would be equal to the number of cumulated customers).
Similarly, new problem versions where the attribute values available for each producer
may change along time (e.g. due to the technological development or the scarcity of
raw materials), or where each producer can sell up to q∈N products rather than just one
(so a producer could make each of his products cover a different kind of customers),
also generalize our problems: respectively, attribute values could be kept constant, and
we could set q = 1. Consequently, all of these variants keep, at least, the mentioned
hardness. In order to illustrate this difficulty preservation, the hardness of some simple
yet interesting problem variants is formally identified at the end of this section.

Next we formally define our (standard) problems. Given two sets A and B, 2A

denotes the powerset of A, A∗ denotes the set of all finite sequences consisting of 0 or
more elements from A, and AB (sometimes we will write A ·B) is the set of all sequences
of two elements where the first element is taken from A and the second from B. Given
n sequences a1, . . . ,an ∈ A∗, their concatenation is represented by concat1≤i≤n ai ∈ A∗.

Definition 1. Let us consider n product attributes, denoted by A1, . . . ,An, where each
Ah with 1 ≤ h ≤ n is a set Ah = {v1, . . . ,vkh} of possible attribute values. We assume
that all sets Ah are pairwise disjoint. Let P = A1× . . .×An and V = A1∪ . . .∪An. We
consider that a product p is a tuple containing a value for each attribute, that is, p ∈ P.

Let us assume that there exist d producers. The j-th producer can select the value of
the h-th attribute of the product it sells from a given subset A j

h ⊆ Ah of values available
for this particular producer. Let P j = A j

1 × . . .× A j
n. The product sold by the j-th

producer is a tuple p j = (p j
1, . . . , p j

n) ∈ P j ⊆ P.
We also assume that there are m customer profiles, where the i-th customer profile

is defined by its preference function Ui : P× . . .×P︸ ︷︷ ︸
d

−→ 2{1,...,d}. Given the products

3In fact, they would remain NP-complete, EXPTIME-complete, and PSPACE-complete, respectively.
The approximation class where problem (a) would be included in would depend on how preferences are
defined (but it could not be better than Poly-APX).
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sold by all d producers, it returns the set of indexes of the producers selling the products
preferred by customers in the i-th customer profile. We assume that the number of
customers of the i-th profile is numi ∈ N.

Let us consider that functions Ui are defined, in particular, as follows. For all
customer profiles 1≤ i≤m and all attribute values v∈V , let vali,v ∈N be the valuation
customers of the i-th profile give to value v. Then, we define

Ui(p1, . . . , pd) = argmax set1≤ j≤d

(
∑

1≤h≤n
vali,p j

h

)

where for all 1≤ j ≤ d we assume p j = (p j
1, . . . , p j

n), and we consider that argmax set
returns the non-empty set of all indexes maximizing its target function. Therefore,
Ui(p1, . . . , pd) returns the set of indexes of all producers whose products maximize the
addition of (i-th profile) attribute value valuations.

The weighted score of the j-th producer, representing the number of customers
achieved by producer j, is denoted by wsc j, and is defined as

∑

{
numi

|Ui(p1, . . . , pd)|

∣∣∣∣ 1≤ i≤ m ∧ j ∈Ui(p1, . . . , pd)

}
�

Note that, if Ui(p1, . . . , pd) is not a singleton, then we are assuming that customers
of customer profile i are equally divided among all producers preferred by this profile
(whose set of indexes is denoted by Ui(p1, . . . , pd)).

Definition 2. The product design problem, denoted as PD, is defined as follows: Given
the attributes sets A1, . . . ,An and the subsets of attribute values A j

1, . . . ,A
j
n available for

each producer 1 ≤ j ≤ d, the d − 1 products p2 ∈ P2, . . . , pd ∈ Pd produced by all
producers but producer 1, the valuations vali,v of all attribute values v ∈V given by all
customer profiles 1≤ i≤m, the numbers of customers numi of each profile 1≤ i≤m,
and a number K ∈ N (denoting the number of customers producer 1 is required to
achieve), is there a product p1 ∈ P1 such that wsc1 ≥ K?

The product design optimization problem, denoted as PDO, is defined as follows:
Given the same input values as before except K, find the product p1 ∈ P1 maximizing
wsc1. �

Theorem 1. We have:

(i) PD ∈ NP-complete.

(ii) PDO ∈ Poly-APX-complete.

�

As a consequence of the previous result, if P 6= NP then not only we cannot op-
timally solve PD in polynomial time, but also we cannot polynomially approximate
PDO very well. Since PDO cannot belong to APX as long as P 6= NP, we cannot build a
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polynomial-time algorithm such that the ratio between the number of customers gained
in the best solution and the number of customers gained in the solution given by the
algorithm is always under some known constant threshold. Moreover, as PDO cannot
belong to Log-APX as long as P 6= NP, that cannot be done either even if we let that
ratio grow logarithmically with the size of the problem, rather than being constant.
On the contrary, since PDO ∈ Poly-APX, this can be done indeed if we let that ratio
grow polynomially with respect to the problem size. Actually, as it is shown in the
proof of Theorem 1, given in the appendix, we can do it in such a way that the ratio
grows linearly with the number of customer profiles. Although this is not necessarily
the best algorithm making the performance ratio grow polynomially, algorithms guar-
anteeing some polynomially-growing performance ratio in the worst case do not seem
to be a very competitive solution anyway. In this case, trying algorithms that do not
guarantee any (constant or increasing) minimal performance ratio in the worst case,
but may provide a good performance on average or in many typical instances, is a
more suitable choice. This is the case of genetic algorithms [16] and particle swarm
optimization [17], which will be used to face PDO in sections 4 and 5.

Next we define our game of product design.

Definition 3. The product design game, denoted by PDG, is defined as follows. Let us
assume that D, tp, t f ,K ∈ N with D > 0 and tp ≤ t f are game parameters. In the game,
d producers play by turns in some arbitrary order. Each game configuration is defined
as a tuple (t, p1, . . . , pd ,g1, . . . ,gd), where the holder of the current turn is producer
t ∈ {1, . . . ,d}, each p j ∈ P j denotes the product sold by producer j at the current turn,
and each g j = (g1

j , . . . ,g
tp
j )∈Qtp is a tuple denoting the numbers of customers gathered

by producer j in each of the last tp game turns. The initial game configuration c0 fulfills
the conditions t = 1 and g1 = . . .= gd = 0, where 0 denotes a tuple with tp components
where all are 0. In the turn of each producer j, this producer modifies the value of up
to D attributes of its product (maybe 0), yielding a new product in P j. After values
are modified, all customer profiles select their favorite products among all available
products by applying their functions Ui, each producer j records in g j the number of
customers which now choose its product (that is, the value of wsc j according to the
current configuration is stored in g1

j , and all gs
j are shifted to gs+1

j ), and the turn is
passed to the next producer. A producer j succeeds if, for some turn tp ≤ r ≤ t f ,
its average number of customers along the last tp previous turns is at least K, that

is, if
∑1≤s≤tp gs

j
tp

≥ K at turn r (thus, game parameter K denotes the average number
of customers we require to succeed). Note that the game does not end when some
producer succeeds, so other producers could also be successful later (i.e. there could
be several “winners”). We assume that the initial product of each producer and its
subsequent product modifications are public to all players, so it is a perfect information
game.

Let c1,c2 be game configurations and z ∈ 2V . We say that the move z makes the
game evolve from c1 to c2 if, at configuration c1, a move where the current turn holder
adopts the values in z for its product (replacing the previous values of the corresponding
attributes), and next all customers select their preferred products, leads to configura-
tion c2. �
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Between two consecutive moves of a given producer j, the sequence of moves
made by its d− 1 opponents can be denoted by a sequence of moves o = z1 . . .zd−1,
meaning that the opponent playing immediately after producer j adopts attribute values
z1, then the next opponent adopts z2 in its turn, and so on. Let O denote the set of all of
these sequences. Assuming the current turn holder is w ∈ {1, . . . ,d}, the sequence of
moves made by the opponent players playing immediately before producer j can also
be denoted by a sequence o′ = z1 . . .zr where r = (( j−1)+d− (w−1)) mod d. Let O′

denote the set of all of these sequences.

Definition 4. Let c be a configuration where the turn holder is producer w∈ {1, . . . ,d}.
We consider that a game strategy for producer j from configuration c is denoted by a
function strategy : O′ ·O∗ −→ 2V where O and O′ are as before. We assume that
strategy(o0 o1 . . .o f ) = z denotes that, if the first moves of the opponent players
playing before producer j are those denoted by o0 ∈ O′, the subsequent moves of all
its d−1 opponents are those given by o1 ∈O, the next moves of these d−1 opponents
are those of o2 ∈ O, and so on up to o f ∈ O, then the producer j chooses z as its next
move after all of these moves. �

Note that, given the strategy of the previous definition, strategy(o0) denotes the
move of producer j at the first configuration where it can move after c. Also note that, if
we want to define the strategy of some producer j with some function strategy, then
we do not need to include the previous moves of producer j itself in the sequence of
moves denoting the input of function strategy, because they are determined indeed
by the output of the same function for shorter sequences: strategy(o0) is the first
move of producer j, strategy(o0o1) is its second move, strategy(o0o1o2) is the
third, and so on.

Definition 5. Let c be a configuration where the turn holder is w ∈ {1, . . . ,d} and
strategy be a game strategy for producer j from configuration c. Let us consider
o = o0 o1 . . .o f ∈ O′ ·O∗ where o0 ∈ O′ and, for all 1≤ q≤ f , oq ∈ O.

The sequence of configurations traversed by strategy from c through the oppo-
nent moves represented by sequence o, denoted by configs(strategy,c,o), is the
unique sequence of configurations traversed from c by iteratively performing all moves
in o0, next strategy(o0), next all moves in o1, next strategy(o0 o1), next all moves
in o2, next strategy(o0 o1 o2), and so on, up to all moves in o f .

We say that the game strategy strategy is necessarily successful for producer j
from configuration b0 if, for all o ∈ O′ ·O∗ yielding t f game turns (i.e. such that
configs(strategy,b0,o) = b0 b1 . . .bt f for some b1, . . . ,bt f ), there exists tp ≤ r ≤ t f
such that producer j succeeds at br. �

Definition 6. The succeed in the product design game problem, denoted as SPDG, is the
following problem: Given a configuration c (not necessarily initial), the game param-
eters D, tp, t f ,K ∈ N, the attributes sets A1, . . . ,An and the subsets A j

1, . . . ,A
j
n of values

available for each producer 1 ≤ j ≤ d, and the valuations vali,v of all values v ∈ V for
all customer profiles 1 ≤ i ≤ m, is there a necessarily successful strategy for producer
1 from configuration c? �
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Next we introduce the complexity of SPDG.

Theorem 2. SPDG ∈ EXPTIME-complete. �

By the time hierarchy theorem [47], we conclude that SPDG will never be solvable in
polynomial time, without the necessity to assume any additional consideration based on
any unproved result (e.g. P 6= NP, P 6= PSPACE, etc). Besides, as we can deduce from the
proof of Theorem 2, given in the appendix, SPDG would remain in EXPTIME-complete
even if we constrained it so that only 2 players played the game and tp were required to
be 1 (i.e. if, in order to determine whether a producer is successful at the current turn,
only the number of customers gathered at the current turn were considered).

Next we show that the proposed game problem keeps (a different kind of) in-
tractability even if the number of turns is heavily constrained.

Theorem 3. Let the linear-bounded succeed in the product design game problem, de-
noted by lSPDG, be the same problem as SPDG, though only inputs where t f ∈ N is not
higher than n, where n is the number of attributes, are considered (for all other inputs,
we consider that the answer is no). Then, lSPDG ∈ PSPACE-complete. �

The proof of this result (see the appendix) includes, in its first lines, a quite straight-
forward method to compute lSPDG in polynomial space and exponential time. Again,
this proof lets us infer that lSPDG would remain in PSPACE-complete even if we con-
strained it so that only 2 players played the game. Contrarily to SPDG, the possibility
that lSPDG could ever be solved in polynomial time does exist, although it would re-
quire P= PSPACE (which would be even more surprising and unexpected than P= NP).

The intractability of SPDG, and the very likely intractability of lSPDG, motivate
solving them by means of heuristic methods such as minimax algorithms, as we will
do in sections 4 and 5.

In order to illustrate how easily PDO, SPDG, and lSPDG can be extended to denote
other more complex scenarios, next we briefly introduce some samples of these exten-
sions. On the one hand, we let designers explicitly ban some combinations of attribute
values. We provide two possible ways for this: either some attribute values are de-
termined by the remaining values (e.g. the weight and the battery consumption of a
mobile phone are determined by the remaining attribute values of the phone, according
to the skills of the manufacturer), or a function over all attribute values directly deter-
mines which combinations are feasible or not. On the other hand, the goal of reaching
some numbers of customers in PDO, SPDG, and lSPDG can be replaced by the goal of
collecting some profit from all sales. So, a producer could succeed by selling many
cheap products or by selling a few expensive ones. In this variant, a function over the
products (i.e. combinations of attribute values) returns the profit achieved by selling
each unit of the corresponding product. Note that the designer of the problem instance
can use one of the attributes to denote the price of the product, so she can define the
profit function in such a way that it directly returns the price (one of the attributes) mi-
nus the production cost (determined by the remaining attribute values of the product).4

4Note that we do not need to explicitly include any “production cost function” as a part of the problem
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Definition 7. Assuming the notation in Definition 1, let us consider several alternative
ways to define sets P j (i.e. the set of products producer j can produce):

(I) (Same as in Definition 1) P j = A j
1× . . .×A j

n.

(II) (The first e attribute values determine the remaining ones) Let 1 ≤ e ≤ n. For
all producers 1≤ j ≤ d and all e+1≤ w≤ n, let attribw : A j

1× . . .×A j
e −→ A j

w.
Then we consider

P j =

{
(p j

1, . . . , p j
n)

∣∣∣∣∣ ∀ 1≤ y≤ e : p j
y ∈ A j

y ∧
∀ e+1≤ w≤ n : p j

w = attribw(p j
1, . . . , p j

e)

}

(III) (A function checks the feasibility of the whole combination of attribute values)
For all producers 1 ≤ j ≤ d, let f easible j : A j

1× . . .×A j
n −→ {true,false}

denote which combinations of attribute values are feasible for producer j. Then
we consider P j = {(p j

1, . . . , p j
n) | f easible j(p j

1, . . . , p j
n)}.

Besides, let us consider two ways to define the respective goals of PDO, SPDG, and
lSPDG:

(i) (Number of achieved customers) PDO, SPDG, and lSPDG are defined as in the
previous definitions.

(ii) (Profits collected by all sold units) For all producers 1 ≤ j ≤ d, let function
pro f it j : P j −→ N return, for each possible product producer j may build, the
profit the producer gets for each sold unit. Assuming the notation in Definition 1,
let the weighted profit of the j-th producer, denoted as wpr j, be

∑

{
numi

|Ui(p1, . . . , pd)|
· pro f it j(p j)

∣∣∣∣ 1≤ i≤ m ∧ j ∈Ui(p1, . . . , pd)

}
Then, the goal of PDO is finding the product p1 ∈ P1 maximizing wpr1. Simi-
larly, the goal of SPDG and lSPDG is redefined by replacing, in Definition 3, the
numbers of gathered customers by profits (that is, the numbers stored in tuples
g j = (g1

j , . . . ,g
tp
j ) ∈Qtp are not the numbers wsci of customers gathered in each

turn, but the profits wpri gained in each turn).

�

We identify the hardness of the resulting problems in the next result. As it is shown
in its proof (see the appendix), all of these variants trivially inherit the hardness of the
corresponding original problems, as they generalize them.

Theorem 4. Let us suppose that functions f easible j, attrib j, and pro f it j can be com-
puted in polynomial time. For any combination of (I)-(II)-(III) and (i)-(ii),

instance: the profit function is defined in terms of all attribute values (including those affecting the production
cost), so the values it returns can already be dependant on them.
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(a) the resulting variant of PDO is Poly-APX-hard.

(b) the resulting variant of SPDG is EXPTIME-complete.

(c) the resulting variant of lSPDG is PSPACE-complete.

�

4. Heuristic algorithms and experiments

In this section we present our heuristic algorithms to face PDO, SPDG, and lSPDG,
and we report our experimental results. PDO will be solved by using a genetic algo-
rithm (GA) and a particle swarm optimization algorithm (PSO), which can be natu-
rally applied to a wide variety of NP-hard optimization problems. Besides, SPDG and
lSPDG will be solved by applying a minimax algorithm with α-β pruning, which is
a method typically used to heuristically face EXPTIME-hard and PSPACE-hard game
problems.5 Note that SPDG and lSPDG are the same problems in conceptual terms, as
lSPDG is a version of SPDG where the number of turns t f is constrained. Thus, hereafter
we will only mention SPDG (the more general problem) regardless of the chosen value
of t f in each case.

The instances of both problems to be solved in our experiments were constructed
as follows. We considered 100 attributes with 4 possible values each to construct PDO
instances, whereas 10 attributes with 2 possible values were used for SPDG. In both
cases, customer profiles were created as follows. The valuation each customer profile
gives to each attribute value is always between 0 and 5. Initially, four customer profiles
were randomly created. Next, for each of them we created two additional variants.
Each variant initially takes the same valuations as the profile it comes from, and next
33% of the valuations are given new random values. Finally, four additional customer
profiles were added completely at random. These 16 customer profiles try to simulate
the form of preferences in a feasible market: most of customer profiles concentrate
around a few areas of preference similarity, and there are a few other isolated cus-
tomer types. In addition, 10 producers were considered in PDO instances. For 90% of
the attributes, all their attribute values were available to be selected by any producer.
However, for the remaining attributes, only one attribute value was available for all the
producers, whereas 33% of the producers could have more than one available attribute
value (with 50% probability for each possible value of the attribute). Regarding SPDG,
only 2 producers were used, and all values of all attributes were available for both.

In PDO, the products initially produced by each of the 9 opponent producers were
created according to the following greedy algorithm. For each producer, four customer
profiles were randomly selected. Next, for each attribute and for each of its attribute
values, we added the valuations of this attribute value in these four customer profiles.

5Note that several players could be successful in the same PDG game, as the requirements regarding how
many customers must be gathered might not be mutually exclusive (in practice, they would not be so if the
number of required customers were small). The existence of a necessarily successful strategy in PDG in up
to t f turns (i.e. the goal of SPDG and lSPDG) can be fully checked by running a minimax algorithm up to
depth t f . Hence, running it for shorter depths is an appropriate heuristic for these problems.
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We identified the attribute value whose addition was the highest one, and this attribute
value was the value assigned to the corresponding attribute of the producer.

Both the GA and the PSO algorithm were applied to find a good product for pro-
ducer 1 in this scenario. The genetic algorithm was set up as follows: for each at-
tribute, the mutation probability was 0.01, a uniform crossover was applied, and a
roulette wheel selection was used. In the case of PSO, the parameters were directly
taken from [48], using 0.05529 as inertia weight, 0.112175 as cognitive parameter and
1.749212 as social parameter. In the GA an initial population of 20 possible solutions
(i.e. possible products for producer 1) was created, including the solution of the previ-
ous greedy algorithm, and next it was executed for 1,000 turns. Thus, 20,020 fitness
evaluations are performed, including the 20 evaluations of the initialization. In the case
of PSO, according to [48] the number of particles was set to 140 (the solution of the
greedy algorithm is again included in the first step), while the number of iterations was
set to 142 so that the number of fitness evaluations in PSO was the same as for the GA
(20,020, including 143 evaluations during the initialization of particles), which enables
a fair comparison between both methods. Note that, in PDO, producer 1 has (by defini-
tion) the advantage of designing its product after opponents have fixed theirs. In order
to assess to what extent the performance of the GA and the PSO algorithm are thanks
to the greedy algorithm alone (as it aids them to compose their initial populations),
we also conducted the following experiment: after setting the products of the 9 oppo-
nents as we said before, next we ran only the greedy algorithm for producer 1, and we
compared the results of such greedy algorithm with that of the GA and PSO methods.

We also implemented variations of the GA and PSO methods. For both algorithms,
we considered two modifications to their basic schemes. In the first one, we run a clus-
tering algorithm, in particular simple K-means, to our customer profiles (we directly
use its implementation provided by WEKA [49]). This algorithm lets us classify our
customer profiles into clusters with similar preferences, i.e. with similar attribute value
valuations. Next, for the centroid of each cluster (i.e. for the “artificial customer pro-
file” representing the actual profiles grouped by the cluster), a product is composed by
picking, for each attribute, the value with highest valuation for the centroid. That is,
for each cluster, we create a product by selecting the preferred attribute values of the
artificial customer profile representing the cluster. All of these cluster-tailored products
(which do not target all profiles, but only those in its specific cluster) are added to the
initial population of both GA and PSO, and the remaining individuals of their initial
populations are generated as before.6 In our examples, we set the number of clusters
to be generated by WEKA to 6.7

The second modification concerns the fitness function. Note that PDO creates a
quite abrupt fitness function space: a tiny difference in a single attribute could be the
difference between gaining all customers of some profile, or not gaining any of them,

6Note that we are not using clustering to control the population of the GA or PSO during their execution
(as in e.g. [50]), but just to make their initial population contain some interesting greedy solutions for the
PDO instance to be solved.

7This number is intentionally different to the number of customer profiles we used in the generation of
each random PDO instance to generate profile variants around them.
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as all customers within a profile pick the best product according to the preferences of
the profile (recall that, according to the problem definition, they are equally divided
between several products only in the case of a perfect preference tie; otherwise, it is
an all or nothing choice). Note that evolutionary and swarm methods such as GAs and
PSO typically work better if, in general, similar solutions have similar fitness. Thus
a fitness function with many big discontinuities, like that denoting the actual goal of
PDO, makes the problem difficult.8 In order to help to solve this problem, we have
introduced the following modification. In the first turns of the algorithm, the fitness
function assumes that customers are not gained only by the winner product (as PDO

does indeed), but that that they are divided among all products proportionally to their
valuations. That is, if the total valuation of product A for a customer profile is 15,
and the total valuation of product B for the same profile is 10, then the fitness function
assumes that 60% of customers in the profile select A, and 40% pick B. Along the
execution of the GA and PSO, the bias of the fitness function towards the best product
gradually increases: some turns later, if we had the same total valuations of A and B (15
and 10), e.g. 80% of these customers could pick A and only 20% would pick B. Finally,
in the last iterations, the fitness function works according to the actual preferences as
defined in PDO: with the same total valuations (15 and 10), all customers in that profile
would pick A and none would select B. This way, the first steps give some incentive to
getting close to gain some customer profile, whereas the last steps only give incentive to
truly winning, in the standard all-or-nothing binary PDO way. This promotes exploring
nearly-valid solutions at first, while focusing only on the real ones at the end.

We generated 20 PDO instances as proposed, and we solved them with each of the
mentioned algorithms 20 times. The average quality of solutions found by each method
is shown in Table 1. Let us note that, in addition to the greedy algorithm, we compare
eight methods: four GA variants and four PSO variants, as for each of them we con-
sider using or not the modified fitness function (“-F” versions), and applying or not
the clustering preprocessing (“-C” versions). The results of the greedy algorithm are
around 2-5 times worse than the results of the other eight methods, so it is clearly not
a competitive method. In order to statistically analyze the differences amongst all the
remaining eight methods, we have used STATService [51] to perform a statistical test
of the mean results given in Table 1. In particular, we have used Friedman aligned
ranks test [52] to check whether the hypothesis that all methods behave similarly (the
null hypothesis) holds or not. This test constructs a global ranking where the values of
all methods and problems are ranked together. In Friedman aligned ranks test, for each
problem the difference of each method with respect to the average value for all methods
is considered, and next all values of all problems are ranked together. Let us consider
α = 0.05, a standard significance level. From results given in Table 1, we calculate that
the p-value for aligned Friedman is 0.01, which allows us to reject the null hypothesis
with a high level of significance (as the p-value is much lower than 0.05). So, the test
concludes that the eight methods are not considered equivalent. Since the null hypoth-
esis is rejected, we can apply a post-hoc analysis to compare one of the methods (taken
as control method) with the other seven. Ranks assigned by this test to these methods

8This particular difficulty is indeed consistent with the Poly-APX-hardness of PDO.
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Table 1: Results for PDO by the greedy algorithm (Greedy), the genetic algorithm (GA), and the PSO algo-
rithm (PSO).

Greedy GA GA-F GA-C GA-F-C PSO PSO-F PSO-C PSO-F-C
Instance 1 8,12 28,76 27,94 29,77 28,90 27,26 28,58 28,09 28,79
Instance 2 11,14 33,22 34,40 35,22 35,29 37,42 37,77 36,70 36,74
Instance 3 12,28 32,90 34,23 32,89 33,22 37,90 37,21 38,17 38,70
Instance 4 6,18 29,11 27,77 30,65 30,95 26,01 27,11 26,73 26,25
Instance 5 14,02 34,23 34,07 34,14 35,90 42,38 42,04 40,89 41,61
Instance 6 9,61 31,51 30,32 33,07 32,68 33,25 31,57 30,85 32,88
Instance 7 8,29 37,04 35,08 39,12 39,99 37,22 36,52 41,16 41,06
Instance 8 12,88 35,71 35,45 34,06 33,14 32,23 33,53 32,97 34,87
Instance 9 10,68 29,55 31,24 36,08 33,24 31,49 32,75 31,44 32,40

Instance 10 7,02 36,15 36,38 37,64 37,55 35,34 35,55 35,79 36,70
Instance 11 7,30 27,37 26,67 30,42 30,59 28,86 28,56 29,65 30,15
Instance 12 16,23 33,13 33,40 33,61 34,27 33,40 31,80 35,17 32,92
Instance 13 11,43 43,12 46,08 42,74 42,29 42,76 43,24 44,37 43,20
Instance 14 8,63 29,33 30,13 29,84 29,22 30,28 30,51 27,91 30,15
Instance 15 11,37 28,30 27,94 28,29 30,43 30,48 28,18 29,65 29,52
Instance 16 8,32 26,12 25,78 25,97 28,00 28,49 28,97 28,41 27,34
Instance 17 9,02 32,36 32,05 33,31 32,15 31,97 29,72 31,82 30,09
Instance 18 5,75 27,35 27,51 28,25 28,91 25,79 26,31 25,08 24,73
Instance 19 14,86 33,20 32,22 34,07 35,61 32,93 35,28 35,17 33,04
Instance 20 9,15 38,48 38,73 39,08 40,08 41,40 39,49 42,23 40,18

Table 2: Aligned Friedman test ranking for PDO.

GA-F-C PSO-C PSO-F-C GA-C PSO PSO-F GA GA-F
64.9 68.8 70.6 71.4 79 81.2 103.2 104.8

can be seen in Table 2 (smaller ranks denote better performance). As it can be seen,
the best results are obtained by the genetic algorithm using both the clustering prepro-
cessing and the alternative fitness function. Thus, we use it as the control method to be
compared with the rest of methods. By using Holm’s procedure, we conclude that there
exists a statistically relevant difference between that method and both GA methods not
using clustering preprocessing, while there does not exist a statistically relevant differ-
ence amongst the rest of methods. That is, using the alternative fitness function does
not make a statistically significant difference, but using clusters is relevant for the GA.
Moreover, in the case of PSO, neither using clusters nor the alternative fitness function
make a relevant difference.

We conclude that the clustering step is more useful for the GA than for PSO. A
possible reason is that the tendency of all PSO particles to partially follow the best
solution makes it quickly forget most of initial products designed to satisfy specific
clusters, as only one of these initial products (the one gaining more customers) influ-
ences the particles. On the other hand, the individuals in GA are less biased towards
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Table 3: Results for SPDG by the minimax algorithm.

Inst 1 Inst 2 Inst 3 Inst 4 Inst 5 Inst 6
Depth prod 1 4 4 6 6 8 8
Depth prod 2 1 2 1 2 1 2

Mean 421481 417100 442558 443779 470391 446865
Std dev 70941 70533 74762 54049 65411 94761

Cust mean 777068 794479 803910 829461 842712 824862
% Cust 54.24% 52.50% 55.05% 53.50% 55.82% 54.17%

% Advantage 18.53% 10.53% 22.47% 15.05% 26.35% 18.2%

the best individual (actually, a good second best individual could be almost as influ-
ential as the best one), so the GA can keep exploring variants of the (very different)
products initially designed for the different profile clusters for longer. This maintains
the diversity for longer, and the GA benefits from it.

Next we present our experimental results for SPDG. In this case, the products ini-
tially produced by both producers were randomly created. Besides, D = 1, tp = 10,
and t f = 10. The strategy used by producer 1 consisted in running, for each game turn
where it moves, a minimax algorithm with α-β pruning with some depth d1 ∈ {4,6,8},
and playing the resulting move. For producer 2, we used the same method, though only
depths d2 ∈ {1,2} were considered. For both producers, the heuristic scores generated
at the leaves of the tree explored by the minimax algorithm were just the numbers of
customers collected during all the turns traversed in the branch of the tree where the
leaf is.

For SPDG, we randomly generated 20 instances as explained before, and each of
them was solved for different depths for both players (d1 and d2, for player 1 and player
2, respectively). In Table 3, the results of the experiments with six different instances
are presented. Rows show the depth of the generated minimax tree for producers 1 and
2, the number of customers gathered by player 1 after the execution of the minimax
algorithm (Mean), the standard deviation (Std dev), the mean of the total number of
customers in the experiment (Cust mean), the percentage of customers gathered by
producer 1 (% Cust), and finally the percentage of advantage achieved by producer 1
over producer 2 (% Advantage).

Our experimental results illustrate that the proposed heuristics to solve the prob-
lems under consideration in this paper are significantly better than other more straight-
forward greedy/myopic heuristics. In particular, the genetic and the particle swarm
optimization algorithms presented to solve PDO (aided by the greedy algorithm) clearly
outperform the greedy algorithm alone, and some modifications like introducing the
clustering preprocessing may help to improve the results (we conclude that it does in-
deed in the case of the GA). In the case of SPDG, the comparison between the more
sophisticated strategy and the more straightforward one, assigned to producer 1 and
2, respectively, yields more similar results (see Table 3). Both players use a minimax
algorithm (with α-β pruning), so the only difference is the depth of the search tree to
be explored by each one. In this case the aim of the comparison is to detect whether
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the results are significatively improved when a deeper search space is considered. As
it can be expected, using deeper searches improves the obtained results. In fact, the
larger the difference between the search spaces is, the larger the difference between the
obtained results is. Note that the greatest difference is between depth 8 and 1, where
the deeper search obtains 26.35% more customers, whereas the shortest difference is
between depth 4 and 2, where the deeper search only obtains 10.53% more customers.

5. Case study

In this section we present a case study where the proposed problems and methods
are applied to a realistic environment. After introducing the basic heuristic implemen-
tations in the previous section, handling a realistic case in this section will allow us to
highlight some difficulties related to dealing with real data, such as the loss of relevant
information due to having the statistical data split into a limited number of customer
profiles (where each one is considered homogeneous by definition), the difficulty to
empirically adjust the weight of those preference factors that are not directly reflected
in the market research study under consideration, and the difficulty of handling a high
number of attribute values, which critically affects the efficiency of the minimax algo-
rithm to solve SPDG (as a high branching dramatically reduces the depth of the game
trees we can explore in practice). The real environment considered in this section will
force us to tackle issues not appearing when dealing with the artificial examples faced
in the previous section.

Note that companies typically do not disclose their marketing research data to the
public audience —at least, with enough detail to constitute a proper input to test our
problems, as we need customer preferences to be stratified into a non-negligible num-
ber of population groups. However, there is a kind of statistics that actually provides
suitable data to construct a case study without the necessity to access private company
data. Statistics on political preferences are usually stratified into a significant number
of groups and, more importantly, they can often be publicly accessed, as they are typ-
ically conducted by public institutions in many countries. In terms of the problems
considered in this paper, dealing with politics is basically the same as with products:
customers (voters) select their favorite product (political party) to buy (vote) by com-
paring the features of all available products (the policies of each party upon each signif-
icant issue, such as taxes, public investment, migration, security, territorial issues, etc),
including those features which can only be present in some products (parties can attract
or repel some voters just due to the particular history of the party), and next they pick
their best choice. In a political context like this, PDO is the problem of designing the
platform of a party from scratch in such a way that it maximizes its number of voters
at a specific time (e.g. the election day), and SPDG is the problem of reaching a good
average number of party supporters along time, taking into account that the platforms
of parties can change along time (at some pace).

In our case study we will consider, in particular, the politics in Spain, and the data
for our experiments will be collected from those publicly released by CIS (Centro de
Investigaciones Sociológicas, Center of Sociological Research), a public institution
which conducts polls in the country. From its website (http://www.cis.es), we
retrieved statistical data regarding the opinion of Spaniards on many political issues,
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including migration policies, public health care, level of self-government of the regions,
policies to favor companies, policies towards families, etc. Due to the abundance of
data with enough stratification existing in polls conducted in 2012, all data used in
our experiments concerned that year. 69 questions, with a number of possible replies
ranging between 2 and 11 each, were collected. In terms of the problem inputs to
be solved by PDO, these questions are represented by 69 attributes with 2-11 possible
values each. Consequently, in our model a political platform (the product each party
sells) is a combination of stances towards each of these questions. These CIS polls
were stratified according to several criteria (age, gender, income, education, region,
etc), but not all criteria of stratification were included in all questions, so we decided
to adopt in our data two stratification criteria that were applied indeed to all of these
questions: age and level of education. Each of these two criteria is split into several
categories (six age ranges and six levels of education), yielding a stratification with
36 categories. Since we know the replies (preferences) of the population within each
of these 36 categories to each question, we could naturally transform each of these 36
categories into 36 customer profiles, each one representing the voters in that category
(i.e. the voters of that combination of age and level of education). However, additional
factors must be considered.

In order to construct the actual input model for our problems from these data, pref-
erences collected from these polls must be converted into the numeric valuations each
customer profile (group of population) gives to each attribute value (question reply) for
each attribute (question). For each combination of age and level of education, we could
just create a customer profile representing the preferences of the population in that spe-
cific group. Note that, in our model, customer profiles are considered homogeneous
by definition: all members of a customer profile are represented by the same set of
preferences (valuations of attribute values). There are several ways to extract the value
valuations of each customer profile from the actual proportion of members within that
group who preferred each choice in the polls. For instance, we could give the high-
est valuation to the statistical mode of the registered replies, or we could give it to its
numerical average, after assigning a number to each reply. In either way, the resulting
model would under-represent or just completely miss minority preferences. However,
these minority preferences do affect markets in general, and electoral results in partic-
ular. For instance, in the considered CIS polls, there is no combination of age and level
of education for which the preferred territorial organization is one that lets regions split
and become independent states —although some voters from each combination of age
and level of education, mainly concentrated on some geographical regions, do prefer
that particular choice, yielding a non-negligible total number of voters preferring that
choice if considered all together. A model with just 36 customer profiles would under-
represent that choice, as none of the customer profiles would prefer this choice (so, that
choice would be preferred by nobody in the resulting model). In order to cope with this
problem, we split each of these 36 combinations into several customer profiles. Each
actual customer profile is created by picking its preferences randomly, in such a way
that the probability of each choice is proportional to the amount of poll participants
from that combination of age and level of education who selected that choice. This
way, if e.g. 10% of the poll respondents within some combination of age and level of
education preferred letting regions become independent, then we expect that 10% of
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the actual customer profiles being constructed from that combination will prefer that
choice indeed. In our case study, from each combination of age and level of education,
we followed that method to create a customer profile for every 20 poll respondents or
fraction.9

After the preferred choices of each (final) customer profile are probabilistically se-
lected in this way, the numerical valuations this customer profile gives to the available
attribute values (i.e. question replies) are assigned as follows. For questions where
replies represent different levels of support to a given idea (e.g. ”I totally agree”, “I
tend to agree”, “I neither agree nor disagree”, etc), the choice selected for that partic-
ular customer profile is given the highest numeric valuation among all possible replies
for the same question. The numeric valuations of the remaining replies are assigned by
taking the valuation of the preferred choice and reducing it proportionally to the dis-
tance from the reply to that preferred choice. For instance, if “I tend to agree” is given
a valuation of 5, then “I totally agree” and “I neither agree nor disagree” are given 3,
“I tend to disagree” is given 1, and so on. Regarding questions where available replies
do not represent different grades of support to a notion but incomparable choices, a
positive valuation is assigned to the selected choice (e.g. 5), and all remaining choices
are given a 0 valuation.

Our model also needs to represent the products sold by other producers, that is,
the political platforms of all other parties the voters can vote. In PDO, competitors
must be given some (fix) products to sell. For all 69 questions in our set of questions,
CIS also provides a stratification of the question in terms of the party voted by the
poll respondent in the last election, for the five most voted parties in Spain as of 2012
(PP, PSOE, IU/IC, UPyD and CiU). We used these data to automatically select the
attribute values of each of these five parties as follows: For each attribute (question),
we picked the reply (attribute value) corresponding to the statistical mode among all
poll respondents who declared voting that party, and we assigned this value to the
corresponding attribute of the party. Thus, we are implicitly assuming that the political
platform of each party exactly corresponds to the combination of majority choices of
its voters in the last election. Note that, alternatively, the political platforms could be
defined by (manually) analyzing the actual platforms of the corresponding parties, and
next converting them into attribute values. However, extracting attribute values by the
majority method enables a more systematic, automatized, and replicable experiment.

Not all 69 questions have the same capability to affect the voting tendency of each
potential voter, so different weights could be assigned to each question. In practice,
we could create this effect just by making valuations of important questions be within
wider ranges (e.g. valuations of important questions could be within 0-10, whereas
less important questions could be within 0-5). Also, note that the preferences of voters
towards available parties do not only depend on their current political platforms, but

9These final customer profiles miss any preference correlations existing inside each combination of
age and level of education. Let us suppose that, in some combination, the members preferring reply A
on question 1 usually prefer B on question 2. The set of customer profiles extracted from that combination
of age and level of education will not show that correlation. Unfortunately, this problem is inherent to any
way to aggregate information into a limited number of representative elements. In our case, our input data
(CIS polls) already miss these correlations, so customer profiles extracted from them do so too.
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also on their historical decisions in the past, the personal image of their candidates,
the perception that voting a minority party might be useless because it will not affect
future laws, etc.10 This could be represented in our model by making each party have
some unchangeable attribute value whose valuation quantifies the positive or negative
perception of each customer profile towards the party (recall that our model lets set-
ting attribute values that can accessed only by some producers; hence, if some party
can select, for some attribute, only its own value, then the party is forced to have its
particular value). Unfortunately, the data publicly released by CIS does not allow us
to automatically assign the weight of each question on the selection of our favorite
party, neither it allows us to quantify the particular image of each party beyond that
directly depending on our opinion towards the political stances of its platform. In order
to make this case study be as systematic and replicable as possible, we decided not to
use manually-estimated question weights or party public images. Hence, all questions
are considered equally important in our model, and all parties have the same public
image.11

We apply the greedy algorithm, GA and PSO to solve the PDO instance represent-
ing this case study in the same way as we did to solve the instances considered in the
previous section, but considering only the configurations of GA and PSO that obtained
the best results in our previous experiments. That is, the genetic algorithm is executed
for 1,000 turns, the population is set to 20, and it uses both the clustering preprocessing
and the alternative dynamic fitness function. The mutation probability is set to 0.01,
and a uniform crossover is applied. Analogously, the PSO method uses again the pa-
rameters given in [48], and it applies clustering preprocessing. The average percentage
of voters obtained by the GA after running 20 executions of the algorithm was 40.72%,
PSO obtained an average of 37.13% voters, and the greedy algorithm obtained only
21.84%. That is, both GA and PSO obtain approximately two times the number of
voters obtained by the greedy algorithm.

Regarding SPDG, the application of a minimax algorithm to the input instance of this
case study faces a particular challenge: the number of attributes (69) and the number of
attribute values (2-11 for each question) are so high that the number of children at each
node in the minimax tree would be too big. Note that the size of this tree is proportional
to the number of children at each node (i.e. the total number of attribute values) raised
to the power of the depth of the tree, so trees of any non-negligible depth are unfeasible
in this case. In order to cope with this problem, we just partially develop the minimax
tree as follows. Rather than exploring all the attribute values that the corresponding
player (party) could change at its current game turn, only a few attribute values, of
a few attributes, will be explored (i.e. only their children subtrees will actually be
developed). The actual attribute values to be explored will be chosen probabilistically,

10Similarly, if we were selling commercial products rather than political parties, the image of the producer
brand might be as important as the product features.

11There are indirect methods we could use to infer the weights of questions and the party images from
the data publicly released by CIS, such as e.g. studying the correlations between the replies given by poll
respondents to each question and the parties they vote. However, since these methods would necessarily be
speculative to some extent, we prefer to leave these issues to future research, and keep this case study in the
scope of straightforward CIS data, avoiding the necessity to interpret data as much as possible.
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Table 4: Case study results for SPDG by the minimax algorithm with 2 players.

Depths 2 vs 6 4 vs 6 6 vs 6 6 vs 4 6 vs 2
Mean 28.43% 30.76% 32.89% 33.39% 34.26%

% improvement 0% 8.2% 15.7% 17.4% 20.5%

in such a way that values of attributes with a higher impact on the voting tendencies
will be picked more often. More specifically, those attribute values with more valuation
variance among all customer profiles (i.e., those with a higher capability to polarize the
preferences of voters) will be picked with higher probability, as changing them has a
potentially higher effect on the state of a PDG game.12

Table 4 summarizes the results obtained in our experiments with SPDG. We used
the aforementioned modification of the minimax algorithm to restrict the children of
each node to 30. In each case, the game was played for 10 steps. We consider that
the five political parties of our case study are present and can be voted by voters, but
we assume that only two of them (those with more supporters according to the CIS
polls, PP and PSOE) modify their political platforms in the game. Table 4 compares
the results obtained by using different search depths for these two opponents, and it
shows the average number of supporters along time of the first political party (PP). As
it can be expected, bigger differences between the search depth of the first player and
the search depth of the second one allow to significatively improve the percentage of
supporters of the first player (the second row of Table 4 shows the voters increase of
the first political party compared with its worse case of the table, the 2 vs 6 case).

Let us consider the previous 2-player experiments where the minimax was run up
to depth 6. These minimax executions explored game evolutions where each player
moved 3 times. Note that this experiment would not be feasible if all five parties played
the game (i.e. if all could change their platforms during the game) and 30 possible
moves of each party were explored at each turn as before. In this case, the number of
minimax tree branches added just to make all players move once would be 305. Hence,
the number of possible final configurations of the game after all players move three
times would be (305)3, which is roughly 1.5 · 1022. The corresponding minimax tree
could not be developed in a reasonable time, even if we are very optimistic with the
effects of pruning.

In order to make all five political parties play the game in an experiment with SPDG,
but simultaneously let the minimax reach a non-negligible number of anticipated turns

12Regarding our previous discussion about assigning weights to questions, note that a high variance among
the replies we can give to some question does not imply that the question should be given a higher weight
than the others. A question could partition voters into polarized groups, and yet not be very important to
determine the voting tendencies (e.g. “who is your favorite singer?”). Hence, the variance in replies is not
enough to construct a (well-motivated) set of different question weights. However, once we assume that all
questions are given the same weight, the replies with higher valuation variance among all customer profiles
have more probability to significantly affect the voting results if they change. Thus, a PDG player should
pay more attention to them.
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Table 5: Case study results for SPDG by the minimax algorithm with 5 players.

Depths 2 vs 6 2 vs 4 4 vs 4 4 vs 2 6 vs 2
Mean 19.32% 19.88% 22.02% 23.45% 23.83%

% improvement 0% 2.9% 13.9% 21.4% 23.3%

in a reasonable time, we perform the following modification of the standard minimax
scheme. If we are using the minimax to decide the best move of party 1, then parties
2, 3, 4 and 5 are grouped all together as “the rest of parties”, and the levels of party
1 and those of “the rest or parties” strictly alternate in the minimax tree. In nodes
where party 1 moves, 20 interesting moves (i.e. moves with high valuation variance, as
before) are selected and explored by the minimax. On the contrary, in the nodes of “the
rest of parties”, 20 interesting moves for party 2 are picked, then we choose another
20 interesting moves for party 3, and so on for parties 4 and 5. Next, 20 random
combinations of one interesting move for each of these four parties are composed.
Then, these 20 combinations are explored as the possible moves of “the rest of parties”
in the minimax node where it moves.

Despite the way the minimax groups parties together, each party within “the rest
of parties” has its own voters, and all voters choose among all available five parties
after each actual party moves (in fact, the successive playing order of all five parties is
respected). The only difference is that the minimax algorithm designs the strategies of
parties 2, 3, 4 and 5 all together, as if they were on the same side. Note that this strategy
is implicitly assuming that parties 2, 3, 4 and 5 somehow collude to play against party
1. In real games, parties 2, 3, 4 and 5 could collude or not, so we are assuming the worst
case for party 1. Note that the goal of SPDG is looking for a valid strategy regardless of
the strategies of the other players. Hence, considering the worst scenario for the player
whose move is decided is a sensible choice indeed.

After party 1 plays the move selected by that minimax execution, it is the turn of
party 2, so its actual move has to be decided in the experiment. Now the minimax
groups parties differently: on one side we have party 2, and on the other side we have
parties 1, 3, 4, and 5 together. We do similarly when the actual moves of parties 3,
4, and 5 are decided later, in their respective turns of the game of the experiment.
This way, each minimax execution gives more importance to the player whose move is
being decided (in particular, its moves are more exhaustively explored) than to the rest
of players, whose moves are aggregated all together by the minimax, as if there was a
single opponent in strategic terms.

The experimental results of this heuristic method to handle five players in SPDG

can be seen in Table 5. In each experiment, the game was played for 6 full rounds,
i.e. until all five players moved 6 times each, so 30 minimax executions were required
in each experiment (note that, in our previous experiment, each experiment involved
10 rounds with 2 players, that is, 20 minimax executions). As in the previous case,
we tested five different depth configurations, ranging from a big disadvantage for our
player (depth 2 vs depth 6) to a big advantage for our player (depth 6 vs depth 2). As
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it can be expected, the average results show that deeper searches allow to improve the
number of supporters of our party.

6. Conclusions

In this paper we have formally defined PDO, SPDG, and lSPDG, three problems
which try to encapsulate the main goals of any marketing department: selecting a prod-
uct that achieves a high number of customers immediately (in PDO), and following a
sustainable product design strategy that provides a good rate of customers in the long or
short term (in SPDG and lSPDG, respectively). We have proved that these problems are
Poly-APX-complete, EXPTIME-complete, and PSPACE-complete, respectively. Their
intractability motivates solving them by means of heuristic suboptimal methods rather
than by optimal algorithms. In particular, the Poly-APX-completeness of the simplest
problem (PDO) motivates solving it by using heuristics not focusing on guaranteeing
some performance ratio in the worst case.

We develop experiments dealing with both artificially-designed inputs and inputs
constructed from real data taken from the politics domain. Our experiments on artificially-
designed inputs show that some simple heuristic algorithms (in particular, GA and PSO
for PDO, and a minimax algorithm reaching some limited depth for SPDG) provide a bet-
ter performance than more straightforward algorithms (respectively, a simple greedy
algorithm, and a minimax algorithm reaching an even smaller depth). This was partic-
ularly significant for PDO, where both GA and PSO (supported by a greedy algorithm)
usually reached 2-5 times more customers than the greedy strategy alone. A lower
advantage of the more sophisticated strategy was observed in SPDG. For instance, pro-
ducers executing the minimax algorithm up to depth 6-8 achieved only 15-18% more
customers than opponent producers executing the minimax algorithm up to depth 2.

Our second experiment, constituting our case study, forced us to identify the main
problems appearing when dealing with real data: (a) customer profiles could need to be
(probabilistically) split into smaller profiles in order not to lose minority preferences;
(b) real market research data could not explicitly provide enough information to assign
weights to questions (attributes), as well as to quantify the public image of each pro-
ducer; and (c) if the number of available attributes is high, then minimax algorithms
should prioritize the most important attributes and attribute values, in order to enable
executions reaching reasonable depths. Our experiments explicitly tackled issue (a)
and (c). Concerning issue (b), equal attribute weights were used in our case study,
and no producer images were introduced, in order to make our experiments stick to
available raw data as much as possible, so we left the interpretation of available data in
terms of weights and images to future work.

In addition to developing methods to extract attribute weights and producer images,
our future work will consist in developing more sophisticated and tailored heuristic al-
gorithms to deal with the problems presented here, as well as tackling some of the
problem generalizations previously commented at the beginning of Section 3: letting
problem instance designers denote more expressive customer preferences; letting avail-
able attribute values change along time; and letting producers simultaneously sell more
than one product.
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Appendix: Proofs of results

Proof of Theorem 1

Let us prove (ii). First, we see PDO ∈ Poly-APX. Note that any product p1 ∈ P1

can be represented in polynomial space with respect to the size of the full instance of
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PDO. Besides, given a product p1 ∈ P1, we can calculate wsc1 (the number of cus-
tomers producer 1 gets by offering p1) in polynomial time by counting the number of
customers which prefer p1 over any other product p2, . . . , pd or tie with them. This
just requires calculating, for each customer profile 1 ≤ i ≤ m, the total valuation of
each product p1, p2, . . . , pd for that customer profile (this requires adding the valuation
of that product due to each attribute A1, . . . ,An), and next comparing the total valua-
tion of p1 with the total valuation of all other given products p2, . . . , pd . This can be
easily done in polynomial time, so PDO ∈ NPO, i.e. PDO is an NP optimization prob-
lem. Let S be the following polynomial-time strategy to find an approximate solution
to any given instance X of PDO. For each customer profile 1 ≤ i ≤ m, we define prod-
uct qi = (qi

1, . . . ,q
i
n) ∈ P1 where, for all 1 ≤ h ≤ n, we have qi

h = argmaxv∈A1
h
{vali,v}

(that is, each product qi is the best product producer 1 can sell to attract, specifi-
cally, customer profile i). Let the strategy S return the product p1 in {q1, . . . ,qm}
which provides more customers for producer 1. Clearly, this strategy takes polyno-
mial time. For any instance X of PDO and for any solution Y of PDO for the instance
X , let RPDO(X ,Y ) be the ratio between the number of customers achieved by the op-
timal solution for X and the number of customers achieved by Y . Let us show that
RPDO(X ,S(X)) ∈ O(Nη) for some η ≥ 0, where N is the size of the instance X of
PDO, which implies PDO ∈ Poly-APX. In particular, let us show that RPDO(X ,S(X))
is always lower than or equal to N. According to the proposed strategy, let p1 = qi
for some 1 ≤ i ≤ m. Let us suppose that this product p1 achieves k customers from
customer profile i. Note that the optimal product for producer 1 (i.e. the one achieving
more customers for producer 1 from all customer profiles) cannot get more than k ·m
customers of all customer profiles together: if it did, then that product would get more
than k customers from some customer profile, but this is not possible by the construc-
tion of p1. Since the proposed strategy gets at least k customers, R(X ,S(X)) is always
lower than or equal to m. Since N ≥ m, we have R(X ,S(X)) ≤ m ≤ N. Therefore,
PDO ∈ Poly-APX.

Next we show PDO ∈ Poly-APX-hard. Let us consider the Maximum Independent
Set problem (MIS). This optimization problem is defined as follows: Given a graph
G = (V ,E) where V is the set of vertexes and E is the set of edges, find the set
V ′ ⊆ V with highest cardinality such that no pair of vertexes from V ′ are connected
by an edge in E. Since MIS ∈ Poly-APX-complete (see [53]), an AP-reduction (see
e.g. [54]) from MIS to PDO will prove PDO ∈ Poly-APX-hard. Our transformation of
each MIS instance into a PDO instance will be based on the following ideas: (a) graph
nodes are represented by customer types; (b) graph edges are represented by attributes
whose two only possible values represent selecting each endpoint of the edge; and (c)
each customer type (i.e. node) prefers our product over the product of our competitor
iff, in our product, all attributes representing edges connected to the corresponding
node have the values (i.e. edge endpoints) representing the node of that customer
type. Hence, our product will not be able to simultaneously get the customers of two
customer types represented by adjacent nodes. In order to make our competitor get all
of these customers unless our product meets the proposed requirement, its product will
achieve some high valuation which can be exceeded by our product only if our product
meets the requirement. The product of our competitor will gain that high valuation
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solely from its mandatory and exclusive value for the first attribute.
Formally, let function f transform MIS instances into PDO instances as follows. Let

G = (V ,E), with V = {v1, . . . ,vn} and E = {e1, . . . ,em}, be an instance of MIS. Given
e j ∈ E, we will assume that e1

j ∈ V and e2
j ∈ V are the pair of vertexes connected by

e j. Instance G of MIS is transformed by f into the following instance of PDO:

• The attributes are A1, . . . ,Am. For all 1≤ j ≤ m we have A j = {e1
j A j

,e2
j A j

,uA j}.

• There are two producers 1 and 2 whose sets of available values of attributes are
A1

1, . . . ,A
1
m and A2

1, . . . ,A
2
m, respectively. For all 1 ≤ j ≤ m we consider A1

j =

{e1
j A j

,e2
j A j
} and A2

j = {uA j} (thus, p2 = (uA1 , . . . ,uAm)).

• There are n customer profiles. For all 1≤ i≤ n, the value vali,v given by customer
profile i to attribute value v is defined as follows:

– For all 1 ≤ j ≤ m and v ∈ {e1
j A j

,e2
j A j
}, if v = vi then vali,vA j

= 2 else

vali,vA j
= 0.

– vali,uA1
= 2 ·d−1 where d is the degree of vertex vi in graph G and, for all

2≤ j ≤ m, vali,uA j
= 0.

Besides, for all 1≤ i≤ n we have numi = 1.

It is easy to see that the size of the generated PDO instance is polynomial w.r.t. the
size of the original MIS instance. Moreover, f is computed in polynomial time.

Let function g transform each solution for that PDO instance (i.e. a product p1 =
(p1

1, . . . , p1
m)) into a solution for the original MIS instance (i.e. a set of vertexes V ′) as

follows: the set V ′ consists of all vertexes v ∈ V such that, for all e j ∈ E connected
to v, we have p1

j = vA j . That is, we include in V ′ all vertexes v such that the values
of all attributes representing edges touching v are those corresponding to picking the
endpoint v (instead of the opposite endpoint). Let us show that p1 gets k customers iff
V ′ = g(p1) is an independent set of size k:

=⇒: If p1 gets k customers then p1 beats p2 for k customer profiles (note that there is a
single customer in each customer profile). Beating p2 for some customer profile
i requires that, for all attributes representing edges connected to the vertex vi
represented by the customer profile i, the selected value is the one representing
picking vi (instead of the vertex at the opposite endpoint of the edge). This is
because 2 units of valuation are gathered by each of these attribute values, so
the only way to surpass the 2 · d− 1 units of valuation reached by producer 2
is getting all of these d attribute values. Since a single value can be picked for
each attribute (i.e. a single endpoint can be selected for each edge), it is not
possible to simultaneously beat p2 for any two customer profiles representing
the vertexes connected to same edge. Hence V ′ is an independent set. Besides,
it has k vertexes, one for each customer profile achieved by p1.

⇐=: Let us suppose that V ′ is an independent set of size k. By the construction
of V ′, all vertexes v of V ′ are such that, for all attributes representing edges
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connected to v, the selected attribute value is the one representing picking vertex
v. This means that the (single) customer representing vertex v prefers producer 1
(which reaches a 2 ·d valuation) over producer 2 (which reaches 2 ·d−1). Thus,
producer 1 gets k customers.

Hence, p1 achieves k customers iff V ′ = g(p1) is an independent set of size k. Let
X be an instance of MIS. Note that (a) there exists an independent set of size k for X
iff (b) there exists a product for producer 1 getting k customers for the PDO instance
f (X). In order to show the implication from (b) to (a), we just have to apply function
g to get one solution from the other. Regarding the implication from (a) to (b), we can
transform the solution for X into a solution for f (X) by making p1 adopt all attribute
values representing the vertexes included into the solution for X . If after this we have
not selected values for some attributes yet, the remaining values are selected arbitrarily.
The constructed solution reaches k customers. A corollary of that double implication
is that the optimal solution for X has k vertexes iff the optimal solution for f (X) has k
customers.

Let X be an instance of MIS and Y be a solution for that instance. Let RMIS(X ,Y )
be the ratio between the number of vertexes of the optimal solution for X and the
number of vertexes in Y . Let s f (X) be any solution for f (X) and let sX be the solu-
tion for X translated from s f (X) as proposed (i.e. sX = g(s f (X))). Given the properties
mentioned in the previous paragraph, for any r ≥ 1 we have RPDO( f (X),s f (X)) = r
iff RMIS(X ,sX ) = r. This means, in particular, that for some constant c ≥ 1 we have
that RPDO( f (X),s f (X)) ≤ r implies RMIS(X ,sX ) ≤ 1+ c · (r− 1), as required by AP-
reductions (we can just set c = 1). Also note that our definitions of functions f and
g do not take any target approximation ratio as input, so their computation time ob-
viously does not depend on that ratio. Hence, all the requirements to construct an
AP-reduction between MIS and PDO are met, so we have MIS ≤AP PDO. We conclude
PDO ∈ Poly-APX-hard, so PDO ∈ Poly-APX-complete.

Regarding the proof of (i), we need PD ∈ NP and PD ∈ NP-hard. Regarding the for-
mer, we can use similar arguments as when we showed PDO∈ NPO in the first paragraph
of this proof. Regarding the latter, we can easily adapt the proposed AP-reduction from
MIS to PDO to construct a polynomial reduction from the decision problem Independent
Set (that is, given a graph G and a natural K, is there an independent set with K or more
vertexes?), which is NP-complete, into PD.

Proof of Theorem 2

First, let us show SPDG∈ EXPTIME. Recall that a problem is in EXPTIME if it can be
solved in exponential time, that is, in a time within O(2nk

) for some k ∈N (as opposed,
for instance, to doubly exponential, where a time within O(22n

) is allowed). First, we
show that the number of possible different configurations of a game is exponential w.r.t.
the size of the input of SPDG. Each configuration consists of the current turn holder, the
current product sold by each producer, and the numbers of customers gathered by each
producer during all the last tp turns. The current turn holder ranges within {1, . . . ,d},
each product is an element in A1× . . .×An, all numbers of gathered customers are natu-
rals between 0 and ∑1≤i≤m numi, and for each producer we keep tp of them. We deduce
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that any game configuration can be expressed with polynomial number of bits w.r.t. the
size of the complete problem input (also measured in bits), so the number of possible
different game configurations is no more than exponential with respect to the size of the
input. Let H be that number. We can solve SPDG by means of a brute force algorithm
that explores all sequences of min(H, t f ) turns from c but remembers configurations
already visited, so that it avoids exploring what goes on from any configuration which
was visited before during the algorithm. Since no more than H configurations will be
developed in the process, this algorithm takes exponential time, so SPDG ∈ EXPTIME.

Next we show SPDG ∈ EXPTIME-hard. Let us consider the game G6 as proposed
in [55], which is defined as follows. Each configuration of the game is defined by a
3-tuple (τ,F(X ,Y ),ν) where τ ∈ {1,2}, F is a CNF formula (i.e. it is a conjunction of
disjunctive clauses) over disjoint variable sets X and Y , and ν is a (X ∪Y )-assignment
(i.e. ν is a mapping from propositional variables into {>,⊥}). Player I (II) moves by
changing the value assigned to at most one variable in X (Y); either player may pass
since changing no variable amounts to a “pass.” Player I wins if the formula F ever
becomes true. More formally, player II can move from (2,F,ν) to (1,F,ν ′) if F is false
under ν and ν ′ differs from ν in the value it assigns to at most one variable from Y , and
player I can always move from (1,F,ν) to (2,F,ν ′) provided only that ν and ν ′ differ in
the assignment to at most one variable in X . Note that, contrarily to PDG, in G6 both
players cannot win in the same game. The problem of determining whether there is
winning strategy for player I in G6 (hereafter called WG6) is EXPTIME-complete under
logspace-reductions [55], which implies that it is also so under polynomial-reductions.

Our reduction from WG6 to SPDG will work as follows. In the SPDG instance, we
will have two producers 1 and 2, and we will set D = 1 and tp = 1. Each clause in the
CNF formula required by player I to win will be represented in SPDG by a customer
profile. Attributes will represent propositional variables, and attribute values will rep-
resent the truth values > and ⊥ over those variables. For all propositional variables in
set X (Y ), producer 1 (2) will be able to pick the attribute values that represent making
the variable true or false. Besides, each producer will only be able to pick the special
value u for all attributes representing variables controlled by the other player. Valua-
tions vali,v assigned by each customer profile (clause) to each attribute value will be
defined in such a way that each customer profile will be attracted by the truth values
of variables controlled by player I that make the clause true, and by truth values of
variables controlled by player II which are opposite to those that make the clause true.
Moreover, for the first attribute not controlled by producer 1 and the first attribute not
controlled by producer 2, the valuations of value u will be defined ad-hoc in such a
way that they give some advantage to one producer (generally producer 1). In practice,
this advantage will mean that producer 2 can be the chosen one by the corresponding
customer profile only if producer 2 sets all the variables it controls to values which
are opposite to those required by the clause to hold (so producer 2 adds the maximum
value it can for this customer profile), and producer 1 also chooses, for the variables
it controls, the opposite values as those required by the clause to hold (so producer 1
adds the mininum value it can for this customer profile).

We polynomially reduce WG6 to SPDG as follows. Let c = (τ,F(X ,Y ),ν) be an
instance of WG6 where τ ∈ {1,2}, F(X ,Y ) = α1 ∧ . . . ∧ αn is such that for all 1≤ i≤ n
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we have αi = ai
1 ∨ . . . ∨ ai

ki
and, for all 1 ≤ j ≤ ki, a j

i are literals over propositional
variables V = X ∪Y , with X = {x1, . . . ,xmx} and Y = {y1, . . . ,ymy}, and ν is a valuation
over X and Y . For all 1≤ i≤ n, let gX

αi
and gY

αi
denote the numbers of variables from X

and Y , respectively, appearing in αi.
From that instance of WG6, we build the following instance of SPDG:

• Let m = mx +my. The sets of attributes are A1, . . . ,Am, where for all 1 ≤ i ≤ m
we have Ai = {>Ai ,⊥Ai ,uAi}.

• There are two producers 1 and 2, whose sets of available values of attributes
are A1

1, . . . ,A
1
m and A2

1, . . . ,A
2
m, respectively, where for all 1 ≤ i ≤ mx we have

A1
i = {>Ai ,⊥Ai} and A2

i = {uAi}, and for all mx +1≤ i≤m we have A1
i = {uAi}

and A2
i = {>Ai ,⊥Ai}.

• The initial game configuration is c0 = (τ, p1, p2,0,0) with

– p1 = (p1
1, . . . , p1

mx , p1
mx+1, . . . , p1

m)

– p2 = (p2
1, . . . , p2

mx , p2
mx+1, . . . , p2

m)

where for all 1 ≤ i ≤ mx we have p1
i = ν(xi)Ai , for all mx + 1 ≤ i ≤ m we have

p2
i = ν(yi−mx)Ai , and the value of pq

w for any other values q and w is the single
element in set Aq

w, that is, uAw .

• Parameters D, tp, t f ,K are defined as follows:

– D = 1,

– tp = 1,

– t f = 2|X∪Y |+1, that is, t f equals the number of possible different configura-
tions in the G6 game, and

– K = n.

• There are n customer profiles. For all customer profiles 1≤ i≤ n we have numi =
1, and the value vali,v this customer profile gives to variable value v is defined as
follows:

– For all 1≤ j ≤ mx:

∗ vali,>A j
= 2 if li

k ≡ x j for some k ∈ {1,2,3} else vali,>A j
= 0.

∗ vali,⊥A j
= 2 if li

k ≡ ¬x j for some k ∈ {1,2,3} else vali,⊥A j
= 0.

∗ If j = 1 (i.e. the first attribute not controlled by producer 2) then
· if gY

αi
> 0 then vali,uA j

= 0, and

· otherwise vali,uA j
= 1.

If j > 1 then vali,uA j
= 0.

– For all mx +1≤ j ≤ m:

∗ vali,>A j
= 2 if li

k ≡ ¬y j−mx for some k ∈ {1,2,3}, else vali,>A j
= 0.
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∗ vali,⊥A j
= 2 if li

k ≡ y j−mx for some k ∈ {1,2,3}, else vali,⊥A j
= 0.

∗ If j = mx +1 (i.e. the first attribute not controlled by producer 1) then
· if gY

αi
> 0 then vali,uA j

= 2 ·gY
αi
−1, and

· otherwise vali,uA j
= 0.

If j > mx +1 then vali,uA j
= 0.

We can easily see that the size of this SPDG instance is polynomial w.r.t. the size of
the original WG6 instance (note that the amount 2|X∪Y |+1 can be codified with a number
of bits which is polynomial w.r.t. the size of the instance of WG6). Next we show that
the answer to the original WG6 instance is yes iff the answer to the SPDG instance we
constructed from it is yes.

In order to prove it, first we prove the following property. For any configuration c of
G6, let f (c) be the configuration of PDG the previous polynomial reduction builds from
c. Besides, for any configuration d of G6 or PDG, let n(d) denote the set of all possible
new configurations of G6 or PDG, respectively, we can reach from d in one move of
the corresponding game. Let us see that, for any configuration c = (τ,F(X ,Y ),ν) of
G6, we have n(c) = n( f (c)) provided that F(X ,Y ) does not hold under assignment ν

or τ = 1. Let us recall that the polynomial reduction keeps the turn holder unmodified
(t = τ), sets the numbers of cumulated customers to 0 for each producer (note that 0= 0
in this case because tp = 1), and codifies the valuation ν(z) of each propositional vari-
able z by assigning the corresponding attribute value either >Ai or ⊥Ai to the producer
representing the player that can modify that variable, and uAi to the other producer.
In any move from this configuration of PDG, the turn is passed to the other producer
(as the turn is passed to the other player in G6), the current values of cumulated cus-
tomers of each producer are reset again to 0 = 0 (because tp = 1, so only the numbers
of customers gathered at the present turn matter and past customers are irrelevant), and
the current turn holder can modify up to one attribute value (due to D = 1) of any at-
tribute representing a propositional variable controlled by the corresponding producer
(as it happens in G6). This exactly corresponds to what the current turn holder of the
original G6 configuration can do at this configuration —provided that F(X ,Y ) does not
hold for ν or τ = 1 (let us recall that, if F(X ,Y ) holds for ν and τ = 2 then the game is
finished and no more moves can be done). We conclude that n(c) = n( f (c)) if F(X ,Y )
does not hold under assignment ν or τ = 1. By a simple inductive reasoning we deduce
that, for any configuration c of G6 and any sequence σ of consecutive configurations of
G6 reachable from c where F(X ,Y ) is never fulfilled, there exists a sequence of consec-
utive configurations of PDG starting at f (c) where the configuration traversed at each
step i is the result of applying f to the configuration traversed at the i-th step of σ , and
vice versa (that is, for any sequence σ ′ of consecutive configurations of PDG starting
at f (c) where producer 1 is never successful, there exists a sequence of consecutive
configurations of G6 starting at c where the configuration traversed at the i-th step is
such that the application of f to that configuration returns the configuration traversed
at the i-th step of σ ′).

We conclude that the PDG game we build from the G6 game correctly simulates
any part of the G6 game in terms of f as long as F(X ,Y ) does not hold during that
game part. However, when F(X ,Y ) holds at some configuration, this simulation fails
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from that configuration on: in G6, player II cannot move after F(X ,Y ) holds (the game
ends there), but in PDG producer 2 can keep playing after producer 1 is successful. Let
us show that the following property holds:

L ≡ a configuration c of G6 allows a move that makes F(X ,Y ) hold iff the
configuration f (c) allows a move that makes producer 1 be successful

It is worth to point out that, since the derived PDG game correctly simulates the
G6 game in terms of f as long as F(X ,Y ) does not hold, if L holds then the following
properties (a) and (b) hold:

(a) for any sequence σ = c1 . . .cs of consecutive configurations of G6 starting at c1,
if σ includes a configuration where F(X ,Y ) holds, then the sequence of consec-
utive configurations σ ′ = f (c1) . . . f (cs) of PDG includes a configuration where
producer 1 succeeds; and

(b) for any sequence σ ′ of consecutive configurations of PDG starting at f (c1)
where c1 is a configuration of G6, if σ ′ includes a configuration where producer 1
succeeds then, for some prefix σ ′′ of σ ′, the sequence σ = c1 . . .cs of configura-
tions of G6 such that σ ′′= f (c1) . . . f (cs) includes a configuration where F(X ,Y )
holds.

Note that (b) is trivially met by making σ ′′ be the prefix of σ ′ consisting of all
configurations up to the first configuration where producer 1 succeeds. We can see that
(a) and (b) imply that any winning strategy for G6 is a successful strategy of PDG and
vice versa. Thus, the answer to the original instance of WG6 is yes iff the answer to the
derived instance of PDG is yes.

In order to end the proof, we have to prove property L. Next we prove each impli-
cation of L:

=⇒: Let c be a configuration of G6 where some move makes F(X ,Y ) hold. In this
move, either the turn holder does nothing (i.e. it passes) or it flips the value of
some propositional variable belonging to the set of variables it can change. In
both cases, F(X ,Y ) holds after the move (passing or flipping a variable, respec-
tively). Both moves can be trivially simulated by the turn holder in PDG, as it
can also pass or flip the value of some attribute in the same way as the corre-
sponding player flips the value of the variable. Let us see that, after the move,
producer 1 succeeds. If F(X ,Y ) holds in G6 after the corresponding move then,
for all clauses in F(X ,Y ), at least one literal is true. By the construction of val-
uations vali,v, if the attribute values of producer 1 and producer 2 represent a
valuation that satisfies some clause, then the customer profile representing that
clause must prefer producer 1 over producer 2, let we show it. On the one hand,
even if producer 2 puts all its own variables concerning the clause to the opposite
values than those required by the clause to hold (recall that the customer profile
representing the clause actually rewards producer 2 for this), producer 1 will be
ahead in the preference of the customer profile as long as at least one of its own
attribute values makes the clause true. On the other hand, if at least one of the
variables controlled by producer 2 has the actual value required by the clause to
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hold, then producer 1 will be preferred by the corresponding customer profile
even if none of the variables it controls has the value that satisfies the clause.
We conclude that, if F(X ,Y ) holds for some propositional valuation, then the
corresponding equivalent selection of attribute values lets producer 1 be the se-
lected producer for all customer profiles. Thus, producer 1 gets n customers at
the current turn, and producer 1 succeeds. Hence, if the turn holder of PDG
passes or flips some attribute value in the same way as in G6, then PDG reaches
a configuration where producer 1 succeeds.

⇐=: Let c be a configuration where producer 1 succeeds. This means that, after the
current move of the turn holder of PDG, player 1 gets n customers. This implies
that it is the preferred producer for all customer profiles. By the construction
of valuations vali,v, producer 1 can be the preferred producer for some customer
profile only if the attribute values controlled by producer 1 and producer 2 rep-
resent a valuation of propositional variables that satisfies the clause represented
by this customer profile (it is easy to reverse the argument given in the previ-
ous case). We conclude that all clauses of F(X ,Y ) hold after the move. Since
the move performed in PDG (passing or flipping some attribute value) can also
be done by the corresponding player of G6, we infer that the same move makes
player I win in G6.

Proof of Theorem 3

It is easy to see that a minimax algorithm that checks all sequences of up to t f ≤ n
moves solves lSPDG in polynomial space. For any node of the tree reached during
the exploration, the algorithm just has to remember whether this node can still be part
of a winning strategy, as well as where we are in the exploration tree in order to be
able to backtrack. The former requires constant memory, whereas the latter requires
polynomial memory (we just have to remember all moves done in the current branch).
We conclude lSPDG ∈ PSPACE.

Next we prove lSPDG ∈ PSPACE-hard. Let us consider the TQBF problem (true
quantified boolean function problem). This PSPACE-complete decision problem is
defined as follows. We say that a QBF is a expression of the form

Q1x1Q2x2Q3x3Q4x4 . . .Qnxn ϕ

where, for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n, Qi ∈ {∀,∃} and quantifiers ∀ and ∃ strictly alternate through
the sequence Q1, . . . ,Qn, and ϕ is a propositional logic formula over propositional sym-
bols x1, . . . ,xn (see that all variables in the expression appear under the scope of some
quantifier, i.e. there are no free variables). TQBF is the set of QBF expressions that
evaluate to >. Thus, solving TQBF consists in finding out whether the given expression
is equivalent to > or ⊥. Note that, since all variables in QBF expressions are quan-
tified, all QBF expressions are equivalent to either > or ⊥. Though the propositional
expression inside each QBF, that is ϕ , is allowed to follow any form, from now on we
will assume that ϕ is expressed in CNF. This variant of the problem is also known to
be PSPACE-complete, as any QBF instance can be polynomially transformed into an
equivalent QBF where ϕ is given in CNF [56].
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In order to prove lSPDG∈ PSPACE-hard, we polynomially reduce TQBF to lSPDG.13

First, let us informally present this reduction. Two producers 1 and 2 will play the PDG
game. Each variable in the QBF expression will be represented in PDG by an attribute.
The values available for each attribute Ai will be both truth values>Ai and⊥Ai , as well
as two additional special values rAi and uAi . Producer 1 will be able to set the values of
variables associated to existential quantifiers of the QBF expression, whereas producer
2 will control variables bounded to universal quantifiers. We will set D = 1, so the turn
holder of PDG will be able to change only up to one attribute value in its turn. For any
variable under control of some producer, that producer will be able to pick values >Ai ,
⊥Ai , and rAi (the value selected by this producer at the beginning of the game will be
rAi ), whereas the other producer will only be able to pick uAi . Let n be the number of
quantifiers in the QBF expression and m be the number of clauses of the CNF expres-
sion after these quantifiers. In order to succeed in the PDG game, each producer will
be required to reach some average number of customers during the n turns of the game
(in particular, n2·m

2 + n·m
2 +m). For the lSPDG instance we will construct, we will check

whether there exists a succeeding strategy for producer 1.
Two kinds of customer profiles will be considered. On the one hand, some cus-

tomers will be gained or lost by each producer just depending on the variables which
already have truth values >Ai or ⊥Ai rather than special values rAi or uAi . In particular,
for any variable xi controlled by some producer, some customer profile will be attracted
by the special value uAi , but even more attracted by any truth value >Ai or ⊥Ai . Thus,
this customer profile will prefer the producer which does not control the variable only
until the producer controlling the variable sets any truth value for this variable. There-
fore, in each turn of PDG, each producer will be able to gain some customer profile
in its turn just by picking some truth value for some variable, and it will lose some
customer profile in the turn of the other producer if the other producer also picks some
truth value for some of the variables it controls. Hence, both producers will have some
incentive to iteratively pick truth values for their respective variables during the n turns
of the game. Note that, if this idea were implemented literally, then producers could
have the same incentive regardless of the order in which they pick truth values for their
variables, but we want variables to be set in the same order as they appear in the QBF
expression. In order to avoid this problem, we introduce the following change. For the
first variable appearing in the QBF expression which is controlled by some producer,
this producer will gain the corresponding customer profile just by picking a truth value
for that variable, as we said before. However, for the second variable controlled by
that producer, it will gain the corresponding customer profile only when it has truth
values for its first variable and its second variable. More generally, for each variable
controlled by some producer, this producer will gain the corresponding customer pro-

13In order to prove lSPDG ∈ PSPACE-hard, initially we considered the possibility of proving that an
alternative version of the problem G6 used in the proof of Theorem 2 (in particular, a version where the
game ends after |X ∪Y | turns) is PSPACE-hard by using a reduction from TQBF, and next reducing this
version to lSPDG similarly as in the proof of Theorem 2. However we noticed that, in a reduction from
TQBF, making variables be set in the same order as they appear in the QBF expression would be much easier
if the reduction went directly to lSPDG rather than to that modified version of G6. Thus, we chose to perform
the reduction presented here.
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file only if it has already adopted truth values for this variable as well as all previous
variables in the QBF expression controlled by this producer. Note that, under these
new conditions, any producer maximizes the number of gained customer profiles only
if it picks truth values for the variables it controls in the same order as they appear in
the QBF expression.

On the other hand, a second kind of customers will be considered. We will have a
customer profile for each disjunctive clause appearing in the propositional part of the
QBF expression (recall that this part of the expression is given in CNF). Similarly as
in the construction given in the proof of Theorem 2, these customer profiles will be
used to make sure that producer 1 gains some number of customers only if the truth
values selected by both producers let all clauses hold. In order to create this effect, the
expressions defining the valuations of attribute values for this customers will be taken
almost literally from those we used in the proof of Theorem 2. However, they will
have a difference. Note that, during the iterative process of putting truth values to each
variable, some clauses could hold even before all variables have some truth value. In
order to avoid any alteration of the numbers of customers gained by producer 1 due to
this effect, we will modify the valuations of these customer profiles so that producer 1
will not be able to gain any of them until all variables have been assigned truth values
(which cannot happen before the last turn of the PDG game). In particular, producer
2 will necessarily gain all of these customers as long as producer 1 has not put truth
values to all the variables it controls. Producer 1 will gain some value for all variables
with some truth value, whereas producer 2 will get some fix high value, which will be
further increased if some of its own variables is still undefined. In this way, a necessary
condition for producer 1 to gain these customer profiles is that all variables, both its
variables and those of producer 2, have a truth value. It is worth to remark that the value
gained due to having some truth value will always be higher than the value gained by
fulfilling some clause (which is taken literally from the construction of the proof of
Theorem 2). So, the value gained by fulfilling some clause will never compensate the
value not gained by not having yet truth values for all variables controlled by producer
1 and producer 2. In this way, producer 1 will gain these customers only after all
variables have truth values.

The customer profiles described in the two last paragraphs are related as follows.
We will set the numbers of both kinds of customers in such a way that the numbers
of customers mentioned in the paragraph before the last one will be much more than
the numbers of customers mentioned in the last paragraph. In particular, getting all
clauses (i.e. making all of them true) will never compensate not having gained all
customers due to assigning all truth values to variables in the expected order. In this
way, producer 1 will never be able to succeed by altering this order or by leaving some
variable undefined (i.e. passing in some turn), and producer 2 will never be able to
prevent producer 1 to be successful by altering the order in which it sets its own truth
variables or by leaving undefined some of its variables: in either case, producer 1 would
win regardless of whether all clauses are fulfilled or not.

Next we formally present the polynomial reduction from TQBF to lSPDG. With-
out loss of generality, let ∃ x1∀ x2 . . .∃ xn−1 ∀ xn ϕ be an instance of TQBF (note that
quantifiers over useless variables can be added to make any instance of TQBF fit that
particular quantifying pattern), where ϕ = α1 ∧ . . . ∧ αm and for all 1 ≤ i ≤ m we
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have αi = ai
1 ∨ . . . ∨ ai

ki
where, for all 1 ≤ j ≤ ki, ai

j are literals over propositional
variables. For all 1 ≤ i ≤ m, let go

αi
and ge

αi
denote the numbers of variables with odd

and even indexes, respectively, appearing in αi.
From that TQBF instance, we build an instance of lSPDG as follows:

• The sets of attributes are A1, . . . ,An, where for all 1≤ i≤ n we have Ai = {>Ai ,
⊥Ai ,rAi ,uAi}.

• There are two producers 1 and 2 whose sets of available values of attributes are
A1

1, . . . ,A
1
n and A2

1, . . . ,A
2
n, respectively, where for all 1≤ i≤ n such that i is odd

we have A1
i = {>Ai ,⊥Ai ,rAi} and A2

i = {uAi}, and for all 1≤ i≤ n such that i is
even we have A1

i = {uAi} and A2
i = {>Ai ,⊥Ai ,rAi}.

• The initial game configuration is c0 = (1, p1, p2,0,0) with

– p1 = (p1
1, . . . , p1

n)

– p2 = (p2
1, . . . , p2

n)

where for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n we have p1
i = rAi and p2

i = uAi if i is odd, and p1
i = uAi

and p2
i = rAi if i is even.

• parameters D, tp, t f ,K are defined as follows:

– D = 1,

– tp = n,

– t f = n,

– K = n2·m
2 + n·m

2 +m.

• There are m + n customer profiles. For all customer profiles 1 ≤ i ≤ m (i.e.
those representing the clauses in the CNF part of ϕ) we have numi = n, and
the valuation vali,v this customer profile gives to variable value v is defined as
follows:

– For all 1≤ j ≤ n such that j is odd,

∗ vali,>A j
= 2n+2 if li

k ≡ x j for some k ∈ {1,2,3} else vali,>A j
= 2n.

∗ vali,⊥A j
= 2n+2 if li

k ≡ ¬x j for some k ∈ {1,2,3} else vali,⊥A j
= 2n.

∗ vali,rA j
= 0.

∗ If j = 1 (i.e. the first attribute not controlled by producer 2) then
· if ge

αi
> 0 then vali,uA j

= n2, and

· otherwise vali,uA j
= n2 +1.

If j > 1 then vali,uA j
= 0.

– For all 1≤ j ≤ n such that j is even,

∗ vali,>A j
=2 if li

k≡¬y j−mx for some k∈{1,2,3}, else vali,>A j
=0.

∗ vali,⊥A j
=2 if li

k≡y j−mx for some k∈{1,2,3}, else vali,⊥A j
=0.
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∗ vali,rA j
= 2n.

∗ If j = 2 (i.e. the first attribute not controlled by producer 1) then
· if ge

αi
> 0 then vali,uA j

= 2 ·ge
αi
−1, and

· otherwise vali,uA j
= 0.

If j > 2 then vali,uA j
= 0.

Besides, for all customer profiles m+1 ≤ i ≤ m+n (i.e. those representing the
variables in the QBF expression) we have numi = n ·m, and vali,v is defined as
follows:

– For all 1≤ j ≤ n:

∗ vali,>A j
= 2 if i−m≥ j else vali,>A j

= 0.

∗ vali,⊥A j
= 2 if i−m≥ j else vali,⊥A j

= 0.

∗ vali,rA j
= 0.

∗ If j = 1 or j = 2 (i.e. the first attributes not controlled by each pro-
ducer) then vali,uA j

= 2 ·p( i−m
2 )q−1 else vali,uA j

= 0.

It is easy to see that the size of this lSPDG instance is polynomial w.r.t. the size of
the original TQBF instance. Next we show that the answer to the original TQBF instance
is yes iff the answer to the lSPDG instance we construct from it is yes.

=⇒: Let us suppose that ∃ x1∀ x2 . . .∃ xn−1 ∀ xn ϕ is true. That is, there exists x1 such
that, for all x2, there exists x3 such that, . . . such that ϕ holds. This means that,
if we view TQBF as a game where player I picks the values of odd variables,
player II picks the values of even variables, and the goal of player I is fulfilling
ϕ , then player I has a winning strategy. Let us see that the direct translation of
this strategy into the derived PDG game is successful for producer 1. Obviously,
in any TQBF game where player I follows that winning strategy, all n variables
are alternatively set by each player, in the same order as they appear in the QBF
expression, until all variables have a truth value. Let us note that, in each turn
of producer 2 in the PDG game, producer 2 is not forced to give a truth value
to the corresponding next variable in the QBF expression. Moreover, it does
not have to give a truth value to any variable (it could pass), or even it could
turn one of its variables already having a truth value >Ai or ⊥Ai back into rAi

again. However, even a single “unexpected” move like this of producer 2 would
let producer 1 succeed, even without the necessity to eventually fulfill all clauses
of ϕ: if producer 2 does not gain the customer profile it is expected to gain in
each of its turns by assigning a truth value to the corresponding variable, then
producer 1 unexpectedly keeps that customer profile of itself and gets additional
n ·m customers from that customer profile, which equals the number of customers
producer 1 would gain in the last turn if all variables had truth values and all
clauses held under these values. Producer 1 can gain all the remaining customers
it needs to be successful by assigning truth values to its variables in the expected
order (producer 2 cannot avoid it), so producer 1 can trivially succeed. Thus,
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the extra capability of producer 2 to perform new moves does not let producer
2 turn a winning strategy for player I in TQBF into a non-successful strategy for
producer 1 in lSPDG.

Let us suppose that producer 2 does not perform any of these unexpected moves
and producer 1 follows in PDG the same strategy as that of TQBF. Producer 1
gets n

2 +1 customer profiles after its first move: it still gains n
2 customer profiles

designed to prefer producer 2 after producer 2 puts truth values to the corre-
sponding variables (which still prefer producer 1 because producer 2 has not
done so yet), and one customer profile of the opposite kind, which now prefers
producer 1 because it has just set a truth value to the first variable it controls.
These customer profiles amount

( n
2 +1

)
· n ·m = n2·m

2 + n ·m customers. After
producer 2 makes its own first move (by giving a truth value to its first variable),
producer 2 gains one of the customer profiles previously owned by producer 1.
Hence, after that move producer 1 has n2·m

2 customers. In subsequent moves up

to the last move, producer 1 alternates n2·m
2 + n ·m customers in odd turns and

n2·m
2 customers in even turns. Besides, since the strategy is winning in TQBF, in

the last turn of any game of PDG the attribute values selected by both produc-
ers let all clauses of ϕ hold, so producer 1 gets m additional customer profiles
(amounting n ·m additional customers). Note that producer 1 is the producer se-
lected by all of these customer profiles because: (a) since it has assigned a truth
value to all of its variables, it gains 2n · n

2 = n2 valuation due to that reason, which
equals the valuation of producer 2 due to variables with truth values (producer 2
has n2 valuation by default, but it does not add any more value due to undefined
variables because it assigned truth values to all of its variables); and (b) producer
1 adds more value than producer 2 due to fulfilling the corresponding clause, in
the same way as we showed in the construction of the proof of Theorem 2. All in
all, in the last turn of the PDG game, the number of customers collected by pro-
ducer 1 during all the n turns is n

2 ·m ·n ·n+n ·m · n
2 +n ·m = n3·m

2 + n2·m
2 +n ·m.

Hence, the average number of customers of producer 1 during the last n turns is
n2·m

2 + n·m
2 +m, and producer 1 is successful.

⇐=: Let us suppose that producer 1 has a winning strategy in the derived PDG game.
Let us show that a TQBF strategy derived from (part of) that PDG strategy is nec-
essarily winning for player I. Let us note that a successful strategy for producer 1
in PDG also includes the strategy of producer 1 for cases where producer 2 does
not properly set truth values to its variables (i.e. it does not assign them in the
expected order or leaves some variables without truth values), but these cases are
impossible in a TQBF game and cannot be included in a derived strategy for TQBF.
A successful strategy for producer 1 must also be successful, in particular, for the
cases where producer 2 properly assigns truth values for its variables, which are
the cases actually concerned in a strategy for TQBF. Since the strategy for PDG is
successful for producer 1, the average number of customers of producer 1 in any
game end reached after following this strategy is at least n2·m

2 + n·m
2 +m. Note

that this amount is impossible to reach if producer 1 does not properly put truth
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values to its own variables: in that case, at some turn producer 2 would get n ·m
additional customers that would have belonged to producer 1 if it had properly
assigned truth values to its variables (we can show it by using a similar argument
as we did in the previous case, after exchanging the roles of producer 1 and pro-
ducer 2), so producer 1 would never get n2·m

2 + n·m
2 +m average customers. We

conclude that, if we take only the part of the successful strategy of PDG where
producer 2 always assigns truth values to its variables properly, we get a strat-
egy where producer 1 always assigns truth values to its variables properly. Thus,
by taking that part of the successful strategy of PDG, we directly have a valid
strategy for TQBF, as no player performs any invalid move (i.e. both players as-
sign truth values to their variables in the expected order). Besides, this strategy
always lets player I fulfill all clauses of ϕ , as producer 1 could not always get
n2·m

2 + n·m
2 +m average customers if it did not always add the n ·m customers due

to fulfilling all clauses in the last turn. We conclude that the strategy for TQBF
derived from the part of the successful strategy of PDG where only valid TQBF

moves are performed is winning for player I in TQBF.

Proof of Theorem 4

Let us denote the standard version of PDO (that is, combining options (I) and (i)) by
R. Problem R is Poly-APX-complete by Theorem 1, so it is also Poly-APX-hard.
Problem R can be trivially AP-reduced to any other PDO variant resulting from com-
bining (I)-(II)-(III) with (i)-(ii) in any way, as all of them are generalizations of R. Let
T be any of these variants. If (II) is chosen in the definition of T , then the reduction
sets e = n; if (III) is selected instead, then we set f easible j(p j) = true for all j and
p j ∈ A j

1× . . .×A j
n; also, if (ii) is chosen, then we just define pro f it j(p j) = 1 for all j

and p j. By the transitivity of the AP-reductions, we get that T is Poly-APX-hard.
Regarding the corresponding variants of SPDG, we can trivially build polynomial re-

ductions from the standard version of SPDG to any of them by using the same ideas (i.e.
setting either e = n or f easible j(p j) = true; and/or setting pro f it j(p j) = 1). Since
the standard version of SPDG is EXPTIME-hard, by transitivity by infer that all of these
variants are EXPTIME-hard too. Besides, since it is assumed that functions attrib j,
f easible j, and pro f it j take polynomial time, all of these problem variants can be solved
in exponential time by following the same scheme as in the original SPDG problem (see
the proof of Theorem 2). Thus, all of these variants are EXPTIME-complete.

We can show that the variants of lSPDG are PSPACE-hard in the same way as
we have done to show that the respective variants of SPDG are EXPTIME-hard, as the
original version of lSPDG can be polynomially reduced to its variants by using the
same ideas. Also, the scheme used to solve the original lSPDG problem in polynomial
space (see the proof of Theorem 3) can also be followed to solve these variants of
lSPDG in polynomial space (recall that attrib j, f easible j, and pro f it j are polynomial-
time functions, so they can be computed with polynomial space). Hence, these lSPDG
variants are PSPACE-complete.
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